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POPULAR POTATOES.

Amoiic th » varieties of |M»tatoos
tested ;tt th·· Ohio agricultural station
iti l'.*>l th·· t a which gave the heaviest
νί· !d in or«!tr of yi> Id wort? Northern
Beauty. Quick Crop, Maule's Early
Thtiroujshi'r» «1. Early Norwood. Early
Fortune l'iu-rov. Roberts. Early liose
and Pat's Choice.
(»f th'^s»· t· -ted the past five years
the ten leading varieties in point of
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FOR SALE!

situated en the ImUM road.tnre* mile* from
>.iuth Paris village. The farm eont Ins 75 acres.
The tl age m ut Is in a hi»h Mate of cultivation
The uaMure.s are good an-1 there 1* plenty of
wo<*f near the ho'.-e. I.arg· an·! -mal! fruit In
Barn I'xtf-J an·! carriage house
abundance> xt .ire new, are Sneiv llnlched uDl-hle an·! In,
The
Water In house ami barn.
-t #1·^»'.
farts carr.ee twenty bead of ι-aUle an<t pair of
horoes. On rural delivery an·! crvain routes.
Very pleasant location.
Kor
s

CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.

particulars

an

(

of

Inquire

tern;-

WILKOK Jb «.RAT. Mo. Pari*.
near the premise·.

M. KIN<·»

XADB.

ok

sTATt
L'ufsTi

·>χκ·κι>.

υ>

Swiwbo Vi, M9.

Taken tM· l.'th 'lav of Noveinl>er. A. l>.
l>.
'•n execution late·! October twenty seven, Λ.
!>v the
!» i. Issued on a judgment rendered
of "χ
ountv
l
the
(
for
ourt
Judicial
Supreme
tor-l at the term thereof bettun and he ! on the
con I Tuesdav of October Α. I». I'Jui, to wit
A I). l'.wi,
m the twentv Youth da* of Octolier.
!:i favor of Isaac \V. Shaw of Bucktleld lu the
-a!·. » ounty of ox fori, ttgalust Harrison Tuttie
of-a!·! Kuckde 1 for one hundred au 1 twentv.
-1.x dollars an l lift -two cents, ilebt or damage,
twtntrone cents costs of
in· 1 ten <iolar» au
at public auction on the
s> It, ami will lie sold
the highest M«l«ler.
Buckflela.
said
In
premise*
I>. l'.WÎ, ai
on the flfteenth day of December, A.
ten o'c'ock In the forenoon the following'Iwcrib.
lntore-t
an·!
title
<· ! real estate ami al. the rlghr,
Harrison Tuttle ha* an 1
which the »al<l
«lav
-econd
on
the
same
had In ami to the
λ waiter, Α. I). (ML at two o'c'ock In
same
th·?
wheu
me
t
premises
the afterno.in the
was attache·! on the writ In the «aine -ult, to
wit a certain lot or parcel of Ian·! with the
but dings thereon sltuate'l tn Bucktleld an·!
letctlbc·! a· follows -!tu«te·. In the easterly
anl on the roa<l
part of the town of KuckdeM
eadln? from the ha-t Meeting House. so-called,
*· celle·l. ami kn-'Wn
-haw
Zenathe
place,
by
as the Ox la- IMJo- ter place containing ninety
Meaning all an·! the same
acre- more or les·».
ureatses conveyed to sal«l Harrison Tuttle by
Hiram Hln- s by le···! of warranty Mated Aprtl
thirl, A. D 1 -Tl, ami recorded In oxford
Kei-orlu, book 1*>1. paire V.»
ALPHOSSO F. W \RRKN.
Deputy she! iff.
-·

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

In the matter of
CIIARLKs s.

WINSLOW,

Bankrupt.

[)

Bankruptcy.

In

To the Hos. CLaULm κ Hale. .Ju·!^· of the District Court of the L'nlte·! Slates for the District
of Maine
of Dix Held, In the
In
County of oxforl, ami State of Maine, the
represent· that on
said District,
was
he
duly
K«d,
Novemlier,
of
!
'lav
iir
bankrupt under the Acts of Cor.
that he has July
jtrv-s relating to Bankruptcy;
of
urremlereil all hi· property ami rights
lc«l with all the
pro|*-rtv, ami has fully comp
Arts an·! of the onlers of
sal·)
of
requirement·
Court touching bis bankrupt! y.
Wherefore he prays, Tn.it he may be decree!
from all
by me Court to have a full discharge
lebts provable again-t his estate, under sal-i
are
as
<1·
l-t*
such
Bankrupt Acta, exi-ept
excepted bv i»w from "iich discharge
Date·! this 17th 'lav of Oct.. \. I». lflfti.
CH \ KI.Ks s. \\ INSLoW.

ClHAKLESS.WIXSt.oW
respectfully
a-'judge·}

Bankrupt.

OKU»:κ ok \otice τιικκκον.
District <»» μ une. sh.
V D. laui, on reelOn tul- 1Mb lay of Nov
ing the foregoing petitlo It Is—
ordered by the Court, That a hear'nit be ha'l
of Dec., A. D
upon the s«nie on the 5th 'Uv
1 *>i before -al 1 Court at Portland, in -al I IMsan·! thut noIn
forenoon;
the
trlct. at lo o'clock
tice thereo' be i»ubllHhe<t In the Oxford Demo·
District, an<l
said
In
a
i-rat, newspaper prlnte·!
In
that all known creditors, un·! other per-ons
Interest, may appear at the said time and pince,
the
have,
why
If
anv
an·! -how cause.
they
not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner shou.d
An! It is turther or !ered by the Court, That
the C erk shall sec! by mall t<> all known credit· ιγ» copies of-aid petition and this order, addre--e.i to th*.m at their p:acee of residence a*
«taie· I.
Wttue-8 tiie Mon. ( lakksck Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at I'ort
Ian i. In said District, on the l">th day of Nov
A. D. law.

[L. e.J

A true copy of

A. H. DAVIS. Clerk.
petition and order thereon.
Attest: Α. II. DA VIS, Clerk

Typewriter Exchange.

IVUne

We

Use tells the story.

recom-

buyers of Typewriters to
purchase α second-hand machine.
Why? The Second Hand Machine
new.
Slightly
wears as well as a
mend

thought

and

time,

exchanged

on

short time

guarantee

for

We sell

goods.

are our

without

bought

machines

used

sented and

satisfy

This week

we

our

gain.

cash,
repre-

as

customers.

oiler two hundred

dollar standard machines at
If you

long

on

for

or

machines

our

whim

a

buy

we

a

bar-

show you how-

Our trades

to use them also.

:

Nearly new Smith-Premier, the
cost $100;
self-cleaning writer
sells for $50. 4 Caligraphs, good as
Each
new, $20, $22, $24, $25.
—

machine has

platen

a

fresh ribbon,

new

and rollers and is first-clas>

in every way.

Maine Typewriter Exchange,
•7 Cut] Mtrect,

UIHI'OKU

FAIXa,

CIDER AND VINEGAR.
l»e
Kurnirr J«ffl
Κρι·|ι
MmUv the I.utter StntOK,

To

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM,

A RA^E

Enormous. Livin-^tun. Ear

were

Choice aud Uncle Sam.

M \I\K.

K) (a tiauilnril t're* whtu ςΙκ·Η«

1«

2.

Whiton's White
Mammoth. Enormous, Sir Walter Haleign and Carman N<*. 3.
The following are recommended especially tor home use: Early Trumbull.
i'ut's
Harvest.
Livingston,
Early

RICHARDS,

SOUTH PARIS,

j\

,:.*fr7r~j

.s

Late.—Livingston.

MAINE.

SAMUEL

1

a

Early Ohio.

Attorney at Law,

DIXriELD,

■·

■.

and Carman Να 3.
The following varieties are rocomrneuded. especially for market:
Early.—Early Trumbull, Early Thoroughbred. Bovee, Early Harvest and

MAINE
Ellerj C· Park

BETHEL,

\

<·

ly Trumbull. I'tn ie S:;:::. >'.r
Sir Walter IJaklgb. Povoe, Maule's
Early Thoruughbivd. Suiïoîk Beauty

EH RICE Λ PARK,

!l»on L. Herrîck.

~

*
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PROLIFIC· V.'^Z
LIT INOSTOX.
ΒΓ.Ει K*S CHANCE. 4. eno::m li'S.

! yield

Main Si.

I

r
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1.

Dentists,

Λ f c··*·

ι

I1,1 ^,;·ι

MAINE.

ι!·>η·* receive my promt per-onal
:unce- ma-le «lay claim Is pal·!.

Λ

*■*

*

A'toruey at Law.
Notary Public.
SOUTH PARIS,

or

>■

jjk

street.

High

li

.^PCH

Tarlrtlr» Kurly uud Late That Have
*1ϋίι· (iuuil Vivlil· lu Ohio.

Auctioneer,

«.nUTH l'A lus,
ri:i» Mo-lerate.
I

Hi IN.

MAINE.
-(«l'TH l'ARIS,
M ir.afv turer of gênera". machinery, iW«m en
wurk. -«pool machinery anil tool*,
-, h.îi.
>et
tap.·», il'.e<s wl irllls ma<le ud
kir*; :.
.vwId,;, mowing :ιη·1 ture.-hlng maall k'n'is, pnssae», nun*. pleof
o-, puc:p*
*η·1 promptly re-, *iilve-, tra^ê. etc., neatlv
an-l
water pipiag >loce to onler.
!.
Steam
:rv

^

"Fie told nie he fell from a horse.
Go on."
"It Is believed among the servants
that Vladimir Is also In love with the
American girl and that she is in love
with him. And the American—I don't
know—but he may be in love with her

CHOICE FEEDERS.

Smith & Machinist,

SAME.

nud

To keep cider sweet it should be
made of ytmd upph s. as late as jtossible. be carefully strain»d to remove all
s« ttle for a
pomade, etc.. allowed to
day or two and then barreled and kept

us

possible, giviug

cool as

110

more

vent Qua is HC( ssary. says a New
Eujfiauii Homestead writer. As s· on
as the first fermenta tlou is over buns
tiirhtly. Κ· < ρ ο «il and expose to the
air as little as pssible. I'ider can Ik.·
kept j« rfectly sweet by scalding and
skiiiuniiiu and bottling and sealing
tightly while h>>t. The k<. pii·» of cM .·
wiih |»n s« rvatives a:ul antiseptics i·

huotlur matter and directions she..I I
1 κ.* obtained from the ui ;.:u:fa< ·:>·<·
The conditions for making vinegar of
cid··!" at*· the opjios.u· of tli< ><_· for
keepim: the cider sweet. H ut ;-nd e\posuiv to ι! e air are wh;;' puK.uce
;:i.
tue chac.e lîoin sour eider to vi.
'i'k ?
Put ih<· ciuer into l-.irr· is.
which haw !«·ι·ιι used for vint .r 1κ·Kill t:>c:u abolit
fort* are ρ vfet !■!··.
v.";·r: :
;:il r>'it in ;
two-tint Is full

f sn to 9»)
a t· :..j.er..u:re
I.e-ve cut the bt:;·^ so the
Λ piece of ni >s:;uito
·:< t iu.
u< ttiug c::n l.e placed over the l>uug·
b> 1··. Λ I" ν sail is a μ ><>d place in
summer, and near the furnace in wai-

phtee. with
de^r.es.
air eaii

ter.

Factory and Itome Prnt'llce.
t. '-lories generally use
generators tilled with beeeh shavings,
through which the liquid is allowed to
drip slowly. (Jood winter apples will
make vintuar strong enough for all

Very I;true

ti Villi d. hut very early
appl»s usually give thai, watery cider,
which require* mixing with stronger
elder or the addition of sugar or molasses. For family use a good way is
to put a la rue barrel containing a small
quantity of sood, strong cider in a
warm place and every week or two add
If

uses

properly

Indlcnted
by Gene*·!
Form. Quality und Connlltntlon.

fkty

Are

If the animals in one grade of stackers and fwdtrs are more uniform than

in the others, it is in the choice grade.
It may be said that we demand in

choice stocker» and feeders. first. the
ability to finish as choice or prime
the ability to make
steers, and.
economical irains in flesh and f.it, and
we look for Indications of these tendencies in the form, quality and eoustitu
tion. The geueral form should be low
set. deep, broad and compact rather
than high «1». gauut. narrow and loosely made. Stoekers and feeders should
set or on short lees, because
be

animals of this conformation are
almost invariably good feeders and
capable of early maturity. They
should t>e deep, broad and compact because this conformation indicates good
constitution, capacity for growth and

producing ultimately

for

relatively

a

high percentage of the most valuable
Select feeders with broad, tlat
cuts.

They
backs and long, level rumps.
should posr ss straight top aud underUnes which should l>o uearlj parallel,
should I*? low at the Hanks, thus formin»: good depth, for the barrel of stokers and feeders as well as dairy cows
should be roomy. An animal which is
too ι launch;.·, however, is objectionable
The matter of low
to the butcher.
flanks should be emphasized, as it is
au almost unfailing sign of good constiIt
tution aud good feeding qualit}.
should be borne in mind that the
stocker and feeder, thin in flesh and
largely destitute of external or surface
fat, affords the best 1 possible opportunity of determining the covering of

natural tk-sh characteristic of the animal.
Smooth Outline and Mild Eye.
Secure as much smoothness of outline as is consistent with low flesh, being especially careful to avoid too great
prominence in hips, tail head and shoul-

Avoid rough, open shoulders,
sway backs aud large, coarse heads
small eyes set in the side of the
head. Snort, broad heads and short,
thick necks indicate strong tendencies
A large, promitoward beefmaking.
nent aud mild eye is to be desired. Ihe
mild eye denotes that the animal lias a
quiet disposition, which nil feeders
know is so desirable in a steer inteuded
for the feed lot. The distance between
eye and horn should be short, and the
horn should be flat and of medium fineness rather than round and coarse.
The lower jaw should be heavily coated with muscle. The muzzle, lips and
mouth should be laige. but not coarse.
ders.

witlî

Quality.
It is well to distinguish between
what might be called general quality
(iuuil lirurrnl

handling

and

irener.il

quality.

is meant general refinement of
external conformation as seen in the
head. horn. bone, compactness and
smoothness of outline. General quality is affected by nothing so much as
by breeding, Good quality is seldom
found In a plainly bred steer, but is
generally characteristic of a well bred
While it is a characteristic
animal.
that involves many points and is di:H-

quality

cult to describe, it is thi> characten^iic
more than any other that we d i>e;id
upon as indicating that the ammi.l has

within St the
pruiit*

i>ossib'lity

making

a

BlVl'f.

Qnallty.
U»hk1 handlim; quality indicates that
It
the possessor is a good feeder.
shows that the animal is in good health
or thrift and capable of lieginning to
pain as soon as an abundance of food
is supplied. We speak of cattle as possessing good handling quality when the
Λ thick,
skin is mellow and loose.
mossy coat of hair of medium tineuess
and a moderately thick skin are desirable.—II. \V. Mumford, Illinois Kxperiment Station.
DfitiraMo

Poultry

llaiitlliiiK

tioune

Window.

Henhouses are cold at nisht in winter because of loose windows and because glass quickly radiates heat. The
curtain shown in the cut obviates both
It stops drafts and predifficulties.
vents radiation. It is made to slide be-

(Γ^Ί

small quautity of sour cider. In this
way a supply of viuegar can be had all
the time.

The excessive raius and cool weather
of the growing season of 1902 have seriously curtailed the corn crop. In this
juncture it is suggested that apple
fed during the
pomace be ensiled and

statiou. using over
twenty cows, is a unit in affirming the
nearly equivalent, if uot, indeed, quite
equivalent, feedin·.: values of apple
ur.desirpTMMTT and corn tUagfe No
able results whatsoever have followed
its use. Cows continuously and heartily fed have not shrunk, but. on the
contrary, have held up their milk flows
Neither does the
remarkably well.
milk nor the butter seetu injured iu

Inasmuch, however, as
any respect.
reports of severe shrinkage occurring
coincident with the use of apple pomiu feedace are current care is adv.sed
lug it at the outset.

Why Not Try It f
Apple pomace needs no special care
If leveled from time to
in ensiling.
time as put into the silo and left to itself uncovered and unweighted, it does

well.
Fifteen oounds a day per cow
has been t'.-d at this statiou with entire
In brief, apple pomace
satisfaction.
makes as much milk as does corn silage, makes as rich milk as does corn
silage and makes us yood butter as
does corn silage. It is readily eaten by
it
cows, it keeps well in the silo, and
will help out the winter's
L. Hills, Vermont.
S»w«

a

ad

feeding.—J.

\otr>.

The cooler weather makes fall plowon the teams than spriug

ing easier

plowing.

The Internatioual Live Stock exposiNov. 29
tion will he held at Chicago
to Dec. ti.
ou the
Cuba has removed the duty
Import of breediug cattle.
In the
The consumption of sugar
calculated
1902.
during
States
United
will be apfrom the figures for 1901.
tons, aud the
proximately 2.500.000
and beet, will
production, both cane
reach nearly 500.000 tous.
feed the
Sheep need some succulent
Hoots aud silage aid in

year round.

OopyrioW, 1901, by Charte» & Etherington
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CHAPTER XI.

PRIXCES3 OLOA.
train from Moscow came
snorting and screaming into
the station, and amoug the
passengers, mostly officers and
convicts or men connected with the
railway, were two women. One of
these was about Ûfty years of age,
THE

THE

thin and subdued In appearance, and
her face bore the marks of suppressed
anxiety. The other was scarcely more
than a girl—twenty at most—but her
carriage was noble, and her entire appearance that of one born to command.
Uer lovely face and well shaped head
rose al>ove a collar of ermine, although
it was not winter.
"To the palace of Xeslerov, governor
of Tomsk," she said to a drosky
driver, and she and her companion
the way.
Xeslerov was at dinner when a servant announced the Princess Olga.
"What about the Princess Olga?" he
were soon on

asked.
"The

princess

is here—she has asked

your excellency."
"Here! Olga Xeslerov, here!" rising
from the table. He had improved much
in the last few daye, and his face wore
a calm look that had not been there
to see

since his meeting with Denton.
He found the princess in the reception room.
"Princess Olga!" he exclaimed, kissing her hand. "Fair cousin, what haphere?
py circumstance brought you
And why have yo« come unannounced

and unattended?"
"I saw no reason to herald my approach." she answered, "and I am not
unattended. This is my attendant."
The woman courtesied and looked
uncomfortable, but Xeslerov paid her
not

WINDOW CURTAIN.

neath side pieces, since this keeps air
from leaking in at the edges of the curtain. It hangs down below the window
during the day and at night is raised
to the hook above the window. Use
closely woven burlap and nail a lath
at the top to hold the ring and to keep
the upper edge close to the window

casing.—American Agriculturist.
Budded Peach Tree·.

Little peach trees that were budded
thie year and are uow in good condition may be taken up altout November
and safely kept ov?r winter lu a cool,
damp cellar, but their roots must not
be allowed to get dry or they will be
damaged. They should have their roote
covered with earth the same as if they
were heeled In out of doors, and this
must be moistened from time to time,
unless the cellar is very damp, which
is not likely to be the case. They can
be set in nursery rows next year or
Into the orchard next spring.—Cor. Rural Sew Yorker.
Note·.

Acrlculturul
Maine is forming a sweet corn growers' union for the purpose of securing
better prices from the packers.

Hot weather and rank growth are
said to l>e the cause of cracking in tur-

nips.

The New York experiment station
has received from the Washington agricultural department Its quota of Chinese ladybugs for experim> ntnl purposes in combating San Jose scale.
Don't forget that winter supply of

road dust for the hens.
Long Island (Ν. Y.) market gardeners
are growing fennel, an aromatic plant.
The tops are excellent for seasoning
soups, and the lower part of the stalk

winter months. Is eaten raw, like celery.
this respect through the
of quite
Apple pomace Is a good feed for cows,
A fair to pleutiful apple crop
to sum up the according to very conservative author!·
appears
uueven quality
UM.
situation.

*1 have met some who wore," she
Bald, laughing pleasantly.
They ate slowly, chatting the while.

"You have not quenched my thirst
for knowledge," said the governor. "If
I wore in St. Petersburg and you did
me the honor to ask me to visit you. It
would even then surprise me. But that
you have come to Tomsk, more than
half way across Siberia, to visit me Is,
say the least, amazing.
The princess gave her silvery laugh

to

again.

together

the palace.
"I am quite interested in your palace," said the princess. "It is not the
finest I have seen, but it is extellent

here, I am pleased to see you," said the governor.
"Your branch of the Xeslerov family
and mine have uot been too friendly. I
am glad that at last one of you has had

must

be discreet."

we are here," said the prinher companion when they were
alone. "Now. obey tue; let me do the
planning. Neslerov must not suspect
It would ruin all. and there is no
us.
telling what he might do. The governor of a province In Siberia Is almost

"Well,

"that it is at least three years since we
met. Your face has not changed much,
but you are now a woman and were
then a little girl. You are oue of the
most beautiful women In Russia."
"Thank you."
"And. 1 might say. the richest."
"Nearly so. But the wealth brings
It is dllHcult in
its responsibilities.

Russia to do those things that are Just
aud proper with our wealth."
"I never fouud it so." said the governor, with a laugh.
"Perhaps." said Olga. "you are not
Interested In the question. To me It Is
Our nobles have too
a burning one.
much wealth and our lower classes
have too little opportunity to rise. It Is
not so in England. France or Ameri-

ca."

"You had better leave those questions
for older heads, princess. You will become involved with the government before you know. You were not born to
waste your beauty and talents in such
matters. You were born to be admired,
to enjoy your wealth."
"I do enjoy my wealth and do what
good a girl can do with it.. As to being
admired, I meet few from whom admiration seems to come with sincerity."
"Oh, as to that, you caunot expect to
find the courtiers at beauty's court all
as gruff and outspoken as a drosky
driver."

Your COWS
May Be
Maae to Breed

daily After
Abortion,

should be injected with
Hood Farm Antiseptic Breeding Powder. It thoroughly
disinfects, kills all germs, and makes cows
breed. Also effective where cows are irregular in coming In season and where they
cause straining.
do not clean. Does
William E. Parke, of West Boylston,
Mass., says: "One of my cows was repeatedly bred ineffectually. After treatment with Hood Farm Antiseptic Breeding
Powder the first service was successful."
_

_

_

Hood Farm

Antiseptic Breeding Powder

With full directions, is sold for $1.00. Can
four times larger, $2.50. For sale by F. A.
SiiURTLKrr & Co., 8outh Paris, Me.

mystery."
"It is possible."

"What else did you hear?"
"Xothiug; that is all. The American
was arrested as he was about to leave
for Perm. Vladimir was brought from
Tivoloffsky, a small village near here."
"By the orders of Xeslerov?"
"It must be. since they are in the

"It is enough to place me upon the
right scent. You must not. however,
give way to these tits of unconscious-

Be stronger, be brave."
"It is all very well, princess: but if
you had lived for twenty years with
the horror of that crime overshadowing you, with a constant fear of the Si-

ness.

berian mines weighing upon you. you
would not be calm."
I appreciate your
"Poor woman!
feelings in the matter. But try to maintain your composure, for one mistake
now. the slightest suspicion on the part
of Xeslerov. may destroy the efforts we
have made during the last two years."
"Six months, princess."
"For you, since your husband died. 1

stopped.

"Some of them could be well dispensed with," she answered.
In response to his summons a servant
appeared and conducted the women te
their rooms.
"Now, what devilish luck could have
brought her here at this time?" said
Neslerov to himself. "I must be cautious. Hut it is so long—she was not
born—she can know nothing, liut I

Therese shuddered again.
"He is—he is in the dungeons under
this palace," she whispered in terror.
A sudden change came over the prinShe walked in agitation to and
cess.

"And that is all you heard?"

happened

habits."

place."

"All—everything."

twenty years ago."
Xeslerov turned to the door and then

"Tliank you. We are both hungry. 1
will Join you lu ten minutes, and Therese will be ready to go to the servants'
dining room lu that time."
"You have become a regular cosmopolitan," laughed Neslerov. "Your visits to America and London have almost
taken away the traces of our Russian

;

"Yes. Vladimir is talented, as you
know—at least as I have told you."
"Then Vladimir must be near this

dungeons of his palace."

the grace to begin a reconciliation."
Princess Olga smiled.
"Whatever fit-ling my branch of the
family may have for yours could scarcely be said to interest me," she said.
"Remember, I have spent much of my

"You refer to the unfortunate mys"It
tery of Graslov," he said soberly.
was that, I fear, that ruptured the
former friendships. Yet I have insisted and proved that our family was uot
It was either an accident or
to blame.
Pardon me!
was tlone by our enemies.
I was so glad to see you that 1 forgot
that you must be weary after your
Journey. Let me-have you shown your
rooms, and 1 will order dinner for you

painting?"

Olga. "Have you been ill or injured?" the mystery of Graslov?"
"True, but you say Vladimir and the
"A slight iujury. I fell from an unVladimir
American girl are in love.
ruly horse."
"You must be more cautious. It must may have discovered something and
the
have been a wild beast. You have the told the girl. She may have told
nut be a lover, but
name of being an excellent horseman." American, who may
his
When their meal was finished, they a friend. She may have enlisted
strolled
through the rooms of efforts in the task of unraveling the

are

time out of Russia, and—it

1

"Three lovers! She is fortunate—no,
f would say most unfortunate. With
»ne true aud honorable lover any woman is fortunate, but with three—and
one like Xeslerov! It Is too much."
"You do not seem to suspect where
the picture came from."
"Do you mean the oil painting of my
cousin, the Princess Alexandra ?"
"I mean it. You say it hangs on the
wall of Xeslerov's room. It is undoubtedly the one painted by Vladimir."
"And when Vladimir and his parents
were sent to Siberia Xeslerov took the

"You are as conceited at any other
nobleman I have met. I did not come
to see you. I came, tirst. to ride on the fro across the room.
new railway; second, to study the con· j
"Then Xeslerov must suspect that
ditions existing In this part of the em- ; Vladimir holds the key to the mystery
pire. and. third, to look into this new ! of Graslov," she said, stopping again
proposition of the czar to induce peas- before Therese.
"I do not know what he thinks. The
ants to settle in Siberia along the line
of the railway. It is a very good idea, American also is here under a charge
of conspiring against the czar."
If the country will support settlers."
"Uh. theu it becomes clearer. These
"It will under proper help from the'
This one. pergovernment at the start." replied Ne- Americans are shrewd.
his love of
slerov.. "Ι η m glad you came to me. haps, in order to gratify
of disWe shall have a fine time making our truth, has set himself the task
covering the truth about Graslov."
investigations."
"Who knows?" asked Therese. "Hut
"I notice that you do not seem to
have the free use of your arm," said how would he know anything about

the least attention.

"Well, since you

wrong."
The princess was soon ready a η J
Joined the governor In the dining room.
"1 have just been thinking. Olga." he
said, his face wreathed with smiles,

Vermont

Ashley Towne

By

a

coming winter as a supplement to corn
silage or corn fodder. The experience
of four years with apple pomace silage

also."

OF ORASLOV

Lier attendant shuddered.
"I lived in dread of Siberia for twenty years!" she said, with a shudder.
"And now you have brought me here."
"Hut not as a convict—as a friend, a
woman, like myself, resolved to right
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"ily cousin, vhnm I have
the exclaimed.

never

seen."'

There are some barbarisms, but I presume you get accustomed to them—in
Siberia."
"Yes, in Siberia one gets accustomed
to almost anything," he answered.
She continued her inspection with Interest and suddenly came to a stop beNeslerov's face before a painting.

have been working upon tiiis mystery
since I returned from Paris two years
If God spares my lift*. 1 will
ago.
avenge the crime That was committed
agaiust our branch of the Xeslerovs."
That evening the princess met Xeslerov in the dining room with uo show of
emotion,

nor

smue

as

was

*·

I fear not, said Xeslerov solemnly.
"I did not know you had this pic"It Is much finer
said Olga.
ture,
It was
than any we have at home.
doue by a master hand."
It was, assented Xeslerov.
The painting had saddened Olga. and
she passed on, making uo more of hei

activity of the palace in the preparations for the coming festivities seemed

light

From the ballroom windows tin 'flare
of lights spread out upon the sun. ..;iding trees aud buildings. From be.ow
came voices of those who were uiakiug
ready for the reception.
Therese came in to prepare her mis-

destined

to

balk

her.

She

roamed

through the great rooms aloue. scanning the faces of those she met. speaking to few, but watchful for the opportunity she craved.
It was nearly midnight when she beto her
came discouraged aud went
laughing criticisms.
were
She soon returned to her rooms, room. The servants of the palace
rooms for
where lier attendant was awaiting her. still at work arranging the
The woman s face was pale, and she the dauce.
But the princess did not retire. She
seemed to be struggling with elnotion.
Olga stood before her, with a peculiai sat down near a window and waited.
in her eyes.
Therese." she said, "an oil painting
of my unfortunate cousin, Princess
Alexandra, hangs in Neslerov's own
room."
"\\ hat!" gasped the woman, starting
up. Then, as some strange terror overcame her, she shuddered, aud with the

for bed.
"Not yet, Therese." said the princess
whispered cry "We are lost!" she fell" wearily. "I shall uot retire."
"You will make yourself 111," said
to the floor unconscious.
Therese nervously.
"Do not fear—1 shall not be ill. Hut
CHAPTER XII.
I am not ready for bed. I must wait—
PRIN'CKSS OLGA BEGINS TO ACT.
tell me what and act."

Therese,

A

^

you have learned.
the fact that the

^lexaudra

bangs

Whv die
ol
upon the

picture

wall of Neslerov's room make you
fiiint?
You have learned
Tell me."
Therese was sitting m a chair, hei
face white and drawn, and In her eye.'
was a bewildered look.
"It was not so much what 1 beard
princess, as what I knew and suspect-

something

ed," she answered.

"I know what you knyw. I suspect
what you suspect. TeU me what you
heard," she said sternly.
"It was In the serfs' hall," she said
In reply to the princess. "I was eating; no one seemed to ask who I was,
and they talked as servants do. Vladimir Paulpoff Is iu danger of his life."
Princess Olga gave a stdrt, but re-

covered her composure.
"Go on." she said. "Tell me all."
"It seems there is an American—I do
not remember what they called hlmbut he is an American who builds
bridges over the rivers for the new
railway. He knows Vladimir Paulpoff.
He Is also a friend of that American
girl—you remeinber-we met at the
fair iu Moscow?"
Frances Gordon?

^gave

liberally

1 remember her.
the charities.

to

"It would seem from what I heard
that the governor Is in love with her.
and that she rejected him. These
things are well known among the servants. It seems the American aud Neelerov had a fight and Neslerov was

Injured."

tress

"You will learn nothing tonight."
"It is a

llone."

flight

to learn.

be

delayed.

Silently she crept down the great
winding stairs Into the tnnin hall. This
was a \vid<·, hiirlt apartment, and from
it opened many d<>ors into other apartments. On one side were the cilices of
the goverm.K-nfrof the province, on the

other the living rooms of the governor's household.
Th.· doc:s upon the left, leading to
the rvceptlcu room, the governor's
dinroom, the g:· at ballroom and the
ing room, were closed. Two of those
Iu one room
011 the rlgh. wt.v open.
there was a light, and from it came
the subdued voices <>i two men and the
odor of tobacco. The other room was
dark.
The

remembered these
She had seen them in lier inspection of the palace. That from
which came the voices and in which a
linht was burning was the office of the
superintendent of police. The one next
princess

rooms.

it was a smaller room, connected
with the other by a door, which was
locked. This small room had been intended for an office, but was now used
for the purpose of storing books, recmaterial and desks. It was
ords,
to

police

part of the suit allotted to the superintendent of police.
Olga stood in the hall and listened.
She heard the name of Paulpoff. With
a fluttering heart she darted into the
darkened room and took up her position near the closed door between that
and the office.
The two speakers sat near that door,
with a rouud table between them, and
upon tlie table was a supply of liquor
and cigars.
The work of preparing the palace for
the festivities on the following night
did not come under the supervision of
the police, but all connected with the
palace were interested, and these two
the last to retire.
The speakers in that other room were
Jansky, superintendent of police, and
were

Inspector Unsgethop.
"The whole thing is a complote mystery to me," said Unsgethop, speaking
somewhat thickly, having drunk con"It is a mystery.
siderable liquor.
First we receive one command, then

another, and we do not know what to
do. The governor is not wont to act
thus."
"You are not the first to have felt
the Influence of this great mystery,"
"The governor is dissaid Jansky.

creet."
"Oh, I said

complete mystery. I
woulvf not call it a great mystery. T.iat
would bring it to the dignity of a celea

brated case."
"So It is. It is one of the most celebrated cases in all Russia."
"That is too much! One of the most
celebrated cases in all Russia, and they
have not been in the dungeons more
The matter could
than three days!
scarcely have gone beyond Tomsk."
"Nevertheless I spoke truly."
"Then there is something about it 1
do not know. When I reflect, it seems
of course that this must be the case.
x

Leave me

Therese Etood a moment watching
the princess with a wistful, loving
glance, and then she went to her own
room.

The princess sat with scarcely a motion for more than two hours. An observer might easily have supposed she
bad gone to sleep. But suddenly the
glare of the lights from the ballroom
died away, and the priucess rose to her
feet.

"It is finished." she said, "and they
weary. Tomorrow night will be a
severe one, and they will retire at
once. Some one must be on guard—
and gold is powerful. Tonight I must
learn something."
are

Still she waited and soon all was
eilent in the palace.
"I wonder If Neslerov Is asleep," she
said. "Neslerov! I could almost hate
the name, though It is my own. How
80 cruel and heartless a man became
a member of our family I cannot conceive. Even though the relationship

ta remote, some cousiuships removed,
I believe, yet I regret that any should
exist No—not now—I am glad; for
were he not sufficient relation to warrant my presence in his detestable
palace I could not have this opportunity to learn the truth, Oh, Neslerov! Vengeance will be mine—and

it will be sweet."
She had incased her feet in light Parisian slippers, and in these she stepped noiselessly from the room. The

Alexis died. Now, it so happened thai
the old iMike of Grnslov, who was stil
living, had bad u quarrel with Princes!
Alexandra. Her branch of the familj
was not friendly to his. and things die
not go right, and they quarreled. Jusi
what that liad to do with the story 1
do not know, but I am telling you whai
everybody in Perm knew at that time

THE OLD RELIABLE

"At that time Prince Nicholas, now
governor of Tomsk, was fifteen years
of age, and was the favorite of his
father. It was commonly reported thai
the duke preferred to set* his younuei
son inherit the title anil estate rathei
than have it go to the son of the pr:n

^VKlH^

cess. Anyway, one day. twenty yean
ago, the young prince, then about three
years old. or perhaps less. was drowned
in the Kama. At least that is what
was said. The boy wandered awav
from his nurse and walked to the

! POWDER

river. Some of his garnit nts were
found on the river bank, and it wouiil
seem as though the little fellow bail
intended to follow the example of the
boys of the serfs he had soeu aud was
going to takr a river bath. However
the body was never found and the
It
poor princess was broken hearted.
a year she. too, died, ami at the time

Absolutely Pore
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
Both Wrre Sihorktd.

Little Ε Isle· was a faithful attendant
at Sunday school and bad listened earnestly when plans f«>r a coming Chrletian Endeavor convention were die·

her branch of the Neslerovs chargeel
foul play. It was openly said they ac·
cused the old duke and Prince NVio·
las of having murdered lier. I* was
not proved and was not tried. The tw<
branches remained at feud. The < !
duke died and rriuce Nicholas enter*··!
Into his inheritance, but he has uol
used the title, probably out of con
sideration for the feelings of his tela

cussed, her Interest increasing to ei»·
thuslasm over the mysterious affair
when she learned that her auntie was
to attend as a delegate.
Coming into the library one day,
auntie saw the little maid busily engaged in writing a letter to a cousin

tives.

with whom she kept up a Juvenile correspondence. She scrawled Industriously for a moment: then stopped.
There was u puzzled expression on ber
fat. ink stained face us she dangled her

"Now we come down to the present
:iu
day. It was openly charged by
v·
of the other Neslerovs that 11.·
ants of the house of Graslov were u
volved, and it was thought at one* ti:ut
that certain others not of the h".i<e
Among tl.esi
hold knew something.
was the family of an Ironworker
Michael Paulpoff, consisting of himself
his wife atul a child. But the Paul

short legs and wriggled uncomfortubly
her high perch.
"Auntie," she said, "how do you spell

on

"

'devil V
"Uh. Elsie," said her auntie, "I am
shocked! Why are you using such a
word as that iu your letter? Nice little

potts disclaimed all knowledge, an·
were s.. stupid and innocent lookin;
girls
that they were dropped from con id

never say tuch things."
It was Elsie's turn to be shocked.
"Why, auntie," she cried, "I'm only
telling her ulxnit the Christian and

<

eratiou. But it seems that an euuiitj
has long existed in their obscure triad:
against the governor, and they /.av«
been secretly working to fasten tht
murder of Princess Alexandra upot
him. Whether they knew anything a
the time or whether some one dyiuf
i1
told them, I elo not know. « e: ta:u
is that they have some knowledge ;l;ej
will use against out' governor. Thej
1»
were sent to Siberia ami were u a
u·
l'ut t!
to work at the mystery,
cursed American came and was :t r
ested. lie swore he would fasten this
"
>
murder upon Neslerov been us.»
rl
î
Ameriean
that
slerov had loved

Editor'*

aud the PauipoQs, might destroy
Am I understood?"
"Yes, perfectly. Neslerov is ours, :".u
'hi
we are his. We must be loyal. Let
unti
prisoners remain in the dungeons
him.

iDij.ni

'lhen—well,

lorgei

10

seuu

e\c!

»

they

"That, Unsgethop, is the very idea
11
The princess will dance merrily up
this tlour while they starve to deaii
ou

mystery. First we receive one
command, then another."
Else why should we receive secret orders to capture—arrest. If yon like—an
a

American and a convict already punished and—well, see that they become lost
to the world?"
Princess Olga gave a gasp as she
beard this.
"There Is one thing about it," said
Cnsgethop, who was now getting drunk
enough to be independent and indiscreet, "if something is not done soon I
•hall wash my hands of It I don't

the one below."

cavalry?"

"Major of cavalry! Such

a

heard the remark.
"Has her ladyship exhibited auy
traces of hysteria V" he suddenly demanded. turning to the talkative nurse.

"Oh, no, sir."

'em—real
Wisconsin.

"Yes, a beautiful one."
"That Is Princess Olga of the great
and powerful Neslerove. She le distantly related to the governor. And,
6ince you are interested, I will tell yoq
the story as I know it."
"Oh, there is a etory, then. I thought

so."

"There is a story, and It is one which
the governor would not like to have
brought into prominence while the
princess is here. The elder brother of

Neslerov married Alexandra, a cousin
of Princess Olga. This was something
like twenty-three or twenty-four years
ago. No; XI think it must be twentyfive or six. Well, they were well mated,
those two. Prince Alexis was the heir
estate of Graslov and his
to the

great
hereditary title, besides being Prince
Neslerov, was Duke of Graslov. A
a
yeur or so after this happy marriage
son was

born to this

couple.

He \vas

Alexis, after his father. He
was a fine young fellow, so I have
heard, and grew sturdily. When he
was a year old, or perhaps two, Prince
named

of Shakespeare's "Othello"
Constantinople, lie "corrected" the
drama so thoroughly as to leave hardly a truce of the original. Among other words, be expunged "Cyprus," giving Ingenious reasons for this correction. "Cyprus," he said. "Is a Turkish
at

An Ancient Foe
To health and
as

happiness

is Scrofula—

since time immemorial.
It causes banchcs in the neck, dis-

ugly

as ever

figures the skin, inilnmes the mucous
membrane, wastes the muscles, weak-

the bones, reduces the power of
resistance to disease and tiie capacity
for recovery, and develops into con-

ens

sumption.

"A bunch appeared or. t'ie left side of
I yrer.t pain, was lanced,
my neck. It
and became a running sore. I went into a
to try
general dee lino. J nv.:> 'vrsuaded
Hood's Sarwipnrillf. :·. ià wlvn I had taken
six bottles my neck was healed, and I have
never had any tri..;l>;.· i. the kind since."
Mrs. II. T.. ..vstR, iiov, Ohio.

Hood's

Sursaparilla

a:id Pills

will ricl you »! ii, radically and permanently, as they liuve rid thousands.

Island. It would be politically unwise
send Othello to Cyprus, l>ecausc the
territorial integrity of Turkey is guaranteed by treaties. Why not put. Instead of Cyprus, some Oreck island,
such as Corfu?" And thus it came to
pass that from r»*i>e<'t to the treaty of
to

Paris Othello bad to go to Corfu.
Mo Ureal It

to

Waili,

"There Is something about the atmosphere in the far uorth that mukee
men very quiet." said a man from up
in the frozen region the other day.
"The habit is acquired, 1 supi>oee, In
trumping, when the altitude makes it
necessary to use all your breath for
breathing and leaves you none for
talking. The result is that the men
talk very little. They become almost
speechless and will sit about at night,

"Come to me and say nothing to an; r
one."
"I obey; I will be dumb."
Quickly, though she was weary. Olgi l
eat down and wrote a letter. It wa (
>
more than tlnished when th

scarcely
officer returned.

"Is there not a train to Tobolsk tbl j

morning?"

"There Is. The train your highnes
returns today."
"Take this letter to Tobolsk. (îive I t
r
into no other hand but that of Conn
de Muloflf. governor general of wester!
Siberia. Do you understand ?"

came on

each thinking his owu thoughts and
allowing his fellows to do the same."

Great Gambler·.
In Europe and the new. world the
most inveterate gamblers are the SpanAmong
lards and their descendants.
African tribes the Ilnussas run the
Chinese very close, and there are eorne
Kanaka tribes In the south seas who
push the hazard of gambling beyond
the grave and stake their very bone·
on a last throw of the cowrie shell·,
which they use as dice.

And if the governor sliould""Remain at Tobolsk. 1 have arrans
ed for that in the letter. You need neve
fear the present governor of Tomsk."
He bowed, placed the letter in hi s
With a sigh ο f
bosom and retired.
"I do.

weariness and of relief the princes s
threw herself upon her bed and wa s
asleep.

BB

re-

production

promotloi

"Soon."

[TO

fhe unexpected

was

CeniMirinif ShaUeapeare.
A masterpiece of censorship wns once
performed by the Turkish censor, Nlschau Effendl, ou the occasion of the

at

soon

was

water colors, all on
beauties too."—.Milwaukee

ply. "They

my age—from a lieutenant"'"
"It is possible—even more is possible
But you must obey me."
"You are the Princess Olga. but I
must obey the governor of Tomsk."
"Wait." she said, and from a seen"
receptacle she took a folded paper upot
a few words and a grea'
tike the looks of It, Of course, one' which were
She held it for him to read. II*
might kill a blacksmith convict and no seal.
to his knees.
Inquiry would be made, but that Amer- dropped
"The seal of his majesty the czar!'
ican—that Is different."
"I
voice.
"Keep quiet for a few days. Have he said in an awestriek»n
me- I obey."
a
haj
the
obey—command
that
seen
not
governor
yon
"Rise. H'hen will you lie relieved?"

guest?"

press.—Pearson'e.

the attack.
"It's them long hours an' bard work
of the pa lu tin' what's doue It." she remarked directly she saw him. The
doctor was preoccupied and 'scarcely

eteru woman of business.
"Michael Dermsky. princess."
"Your position'/"
"Lieutenant of the guard."
"How would you like to bfe a majoi

of

could not go to

Ilnilii'l l'aed An>' llraterla.
A certain lady of title recovered from
α rather seven? illness. Au adept with
the brush and a regular exhibitor of
water colore in connection with the
local art gallery, it was supposed ehe
had overworked herself.
When the doctor was called lu, an
old nurse who had been in the family
many years bored the medical man
with her opinions as to the cause of

The two police officers chuckled, au<
Olga, ha ν lug learned enough, crepi
She was pa-·
back to her room.
-.i>
through the upper corridor when
was startled by a shadow as ot' a uian
A young officer in command of tin
palace guard was making iiis rounds
lie stopped short when he -aw the prin
o!'.cer:
cess; then, discreet as all young
about the palace were, he saluted am
was about to pass on. She stitpped ban
"Lieutenant," she said, "this is mj
I wish to speak 10 you alone.
room.
He hesitated. He knew that she wa:
the Princess Olga. He knew she wouk
11<
not seek his presence for pleasure.
feared the displeasure of Neslerov. lui
the winning beauty of Ol^a conquered
and he slipped into her room.
"What is your name?" she asked, tiei
manner turning at once to that of tht

"it le

Tronlilea In Ι(α··1·.

hours. I did nut wish to disturb you
sooner." "They must wait a little longer," replied the censor. "I must finish
Twenty minutes later
my rubber."
our host absented himself for η quarMeeting his wife next
ter of an hour.
day, I asked her who were the "three
"Editors
poor wretches" referred to.
of the three local Journals." she replied. They had waited two and a
half hours in the censor's hack kitchen
with their manuscript and proof sheete
for that morning's issue, without which

joined

free to aet.

Maga-

local press censor in a south Ilusaiao
town. Al>out midnight I had strolled
from the music room into α eaniroom
and was watching u game of carde,
one of the players being our host, the
censor, when the hostess approtiched
ber husband and said: "I wish, my
There
deur. you would step behind.
ure three poor wretches there who
have been waiting for you u couple of

can

we

Harper's

correspondent tells the following
story of methods of censorship In Russia: I was at an evening party of the

of Gordon, the engineer
Now you see why the American, I' u
!ac!;
ton, and the powerful Vv/ii:..
smith were arrested, and why. eyet
thougii in tlio dungeons, nothing mot»
s.- 1> ..\e»
can be done until this prln<
Neslerov declares he is inn- cent, bu
the power and influence of her family
with the efforts of the Aineri
if

we are

—

A

daughter

now

convention'"

devil
zine.

food."

.uuiu»

and her wit as sharp as over.
"I have not seen you during the aftNeslerov.
ernoon. fair cousin." said
ranw h sli.iflo naler.
"But I have not forgot te^ you. 1 have
"My cousin, whom I hare never been
gathering the resources of Tomsk
seen!" she exclaimed, clasping her
to give you a tltting welcome to our
hands and gazing raptly at the picture
Tomorrow night there will l e a
Vladimir had painted. "Surely. Nicho- city.
and fete here in your honor."
las, that must be Princess Alexandra, reception
"Tomorrow night? That is quickly
who married your elder brother."
done."
"I thiuk you are mistaken," said Ne"It does not take loug to arrange such
"You surely must have seen
slerov.
We have so few social
a thiug here.
Alexandra."
that when the opportunity
"Yes, when a mere infant It is only pleasures
The offiwe grasp it greedily.
from other portraits that 1 recognize occurs
the head offiOh. cers of the garrison and
her.
She was very beautiful.
with their families, will a tend.
what a terrible sorrow to her! To lose cials,
must not expect to see the grandher child, heir to a tine estate and You
eur of a fete in St. Petersburg or Parprincely title, and then lose her own
Is."
horrible
the
with
so
myslife,
young,
"It would weary me," said Olga.
tery still unsolved as to whether she
The perfecting arrangements for the
died of grief and a broken heart or by
and
the hand of an enemy. Oh, that mys- fete made Neslerov hurry away,
Will it ever "be Olga was soon left to herself. She had
tery of Graslov!
resolved upon certain plans, but the

solved"'

great bare corridor was dimly lighted
and no person could be seen.
While caution was necessary, It was
not because Olga feared. She was too
powerful herself to fear Injury in the
palace of Neslerov. If the governor
suspected the purpose of her visit, she
would be no longer welcome, and the
solution she had so loug sought would

CONTINUED.]

A Call Uowi.

"Pa, ain't you a director of the echool
board?"
"Yes, I am. What of It?"
"Well, teacher called me down today, aud she was awfully Impolite

IOa«> DlnxiioKi·.
Mrs Fondma Sorry to disturb yo
at this hour, doctor, but we can't in ''
aglne what ails the child.
Doctor—Cold, perhaps. Did you ha* 0

about It"
him out today?
"Were you on the schoolhouae premh
8
Mrs. Fondma—Yes; but only to
lees when she called you down?"
grandmother's.
"Tee; I was on the roof."- Pittsburg
Overfed; that's alLDoctor—Ah!

Press.

Philadelphia Press.
Thr

.Mother'»

Still Under the Sp«lL
Mrs. Powers—liezeklah, if you vm
to live your life all over again and It
came to the matter of choosing a wife
do you think you would choose me?

Rue.

"Here," Bald Mr. Snaggs as he laid ι
volume on the table—"here is a boo Ic
that I am very desirous Lucy sha 1

Mr. Powers (submissively)—There'·
read."
"Very well," replied Mrs. Snaggi i; do doubt about It, Maria, provided yoo
'111 forbid her to touch It"—Plttsbur I wanted me.—Richmond Dispatch.
Chronicle-Telegraph.

-1

All the actions and attitude· of chll·

! dren are graceful because they are the
Switzerland exports regularly to otl
offspring of the moment, without afer countries seventeen different kind ι
fectation and free from all pretense.—
Ot

Itoaell.

«STABI.ISUKU 1(M».

S&t

(Oxford

Ifcmocrat,

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTU

PARIS, MAINE,

rj-thpl
WEST PARIS.
Gertrude Roberts and her company
was In
Portland
of
Thomas
Elias
Mr
The
prewith M
played Monday, Tuesday and Wednesviously netted rising $20. Buckfield town last Monday, and went
evenings in Odeon Hall.
day
the
for
to
call
charity
*Ll
THE OOINGS OF THE «»>»
people respond
Prof, and Mrs. H ana come are receivquite generously
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTYing congratulations upon the birth of a
and Master
Ardon F.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Tilton, wife,

nr»t

Pastor.

Editor* ftad Pr*prl«t*M.
UNMI M. ATWOOD.

A. E. Fo*US.

Γκβμ· :—$U0 a rmr If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copie· i cents.
ADTUTiSKNUm:—All legal advertisements
are siren three consecutive Insertion· for $1.30
ver Inch In length of column. Special contract·
ma«le with local, transient anil yearly advertiser*.

<υ· Puurrao .·—New type, fast presse·, steam
power, experienced workmn and low price·
com bine to make thla department of oar biulneiM complete and

popular.

COMING EVENTS.
Dec. 2.—Annual

meeting Oxford County Pomona Grange, South Paris.
Dec. 3-6.— Vnuual meeting of Maine State Dairymen'· Association, Watervllle.
Dec. 14 IS.—Maine State Grange, Portland.

THANKSGIVING.
PROCLAMATION BY THK PRESIDENTAccording to the yearly custom of our people.
It falls upon the President, at this -eason, to
appoint a day of festival and thanksgiving to
Qod.
Over a century and a quarter ha* passed
since this count! ν took Its place among the
nations of the earth and during that time we
have had on the whole more to l>e thankful for
than has fallen to the lot of any other people.
Generation after generation has grown to manhood and passe·! away. Kach has had to bear
It»
peculiar burdens, em·h to face it· special
crisis and each ha· known years of grim trial,
when the country was menaced by malice, domestic or foreign levy, when the'band of the
I.onl was heavy upon It In drought or flood or
pestilence, when In bodily distress and anguish
of soul. It paid the penalty of
folly and a frowanl
heart. Nevertheless, decade
by 'leeade, we have
struggled onward and upward, we now abundantly enjoy a material well being and under the
favor of the Mo t
High we are striving earnestly
to achieve moral and spiritual uollftlng.
The
of
year that haa just close»I
has
been
peace and of overflowing plenty.
Kareiv has
any people enjoyed greater prosperity than we
are now enjoying
For this we render heart'elt
and so.emn thanks to the Glv. r of good and we
seek to praise him not by word
only but by
deeds, by the way In which we do our duty to
ourselves and to our f«llowine«.
Now, therefore, 1, Theodora Ho seveit. President Of the lrn!ted Sûtes, do hereby designate
as a day of genera!
thanksgiving Thursday, »he
27th of the coming November, and do recommend
that throughout the land the people cease froui
their ordinary occupation-and in their several
homes and places of wor-hlp render thanks unto Almighty God for the manifold blessings of
the past year.
In wltàes» whereof 1 have hereunto -et my
hand and caused the seal of the United state- to
be affixed.
Done In the city of Washington
this 29th
day of October In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and two, and of the In
dependence of the United States the one hundred
and twenty seventh.

(Sealj
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
"By the President.
John Hit Secretary of State."

governor's proclamation.
The year about to close has been tilled with
many occasions for thanksgiving.
Both the
St*te and the Nation have enjoyed to a remark
able degree the blessings of prosperityOur
harvests have been more than sufficient "for our
requirements, our wage earners have l>een wel'
emploved. and nearly every material Interest
has prospered as never before
In accordance with the custom which has pre
vailed since tho time of the I'llgrlms, who set
apart a day of thanksgiving after the harvest*
bad been gathered, an· (conforming to the proclamation of 'be President, I.John
Hill, Governor of Maine, berebv designate Thursday the
tweuty seventh dav of November lu.-tant, as a
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MeettnK
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or

Thanksgiving.

thousand nine hundred and two. and of the
Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and twenty-seventh.
By the Governor.
JOHN F. HILL
Byron Boyd,
Secretary of State.
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Thanksgiving Linens.
A η « tvercoat Ορροί (unity.

•James Ν Kavor.
Ftneet 10 cent Pictures.
Criminal Bills allowed by County l'ouïraissloners.
Criminal Bills allowed by Supreme Juillcla'
Court.
Petition for new roail In town of Peru.
Probate Notices.
4 Notices of Appointment.
Loot.
Telephones for Sale.
HERE AND

THERE.

Organized labor, which gained tremendously in prestige by tlie arbitration

INTEREST.
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visit to rétamés m
a
Newton Cumminge has &e
Mm
visit of a few days to friend. in Milton.
are on

a

CHY6BURG.

M^Tdam. recently visited her broth-

*

%to%lown"°
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uas

Ul?^t

nnee cap

"It iVrvVard''°.a»

returned from1

gSSz&.vrge^
tuent.

Monday

S.Hither

the remains
»■

u,ir.

52 airivSlf Esther,
N

Thomas

Tim "had

came

cousin, J.

»,

t
<«

them
await
William, Ir..m

ti.mh

to

Fitield has closed her house
mTmW
Maiii Street and is

boarding wi

on

Αί«' Tr'thur
Framing·...

Titcomb

supplied

the

r,f «layni^by.heup

darkuess the driver ran

pulpit la»'

.ra;n.
against

phone pole, smashing
The horse ran, and aWut
the scene of the

South

from

In

a

tele-

Ue (rom

accident,

^ tllu

^teTisTÎtonc
recently visited George
κ'1-.'.ial,
at

-he

j"·-

jasttis sss-î^
"SSST-L
pretty JfcJL
Helen

„od

Work is suspended at Dearborn's spool
mill for the present.
sick
Walter Arkett, photographer,
Dr. Yates is his
with typhoid fever.

attending physician.

Mr. and Mrs. John

Bryant

of

Freeport

visiting relatives in town.
Business is good at the quarry.
Mert Titus is working at Andrews'
grist mill.
is
Whitman
Reuben
working for
Edwin Andrews, laying the water pipes

are

his new residence. Mr. Whitman and
wife live in the back rent of Andrews'
store.
W. Campbell is visiting at John Titus'.
Mrs. Titus is gaining in health and
fiesli.
The order of the Eastern Star will hold
a special
meeting for practice work,
Saturday, Nov. 20. The members are
all requested to be present. The brothers are to find the lunch.
The (iertrude Roberts Co. will play at
Grange Hall, Nov. 24, 2"> and 26. The
reports from other towns where this
company have played are that the plays
are very nice and well worth the price of
admission.
Mr. and Mrs. James Farnum, Jr., had
a little daughter added to their family
N'ov. 13. Mrs. Virgil Cole is nursing
Mrs. Farnum. and Mrs. lluldah Clifford
is doing her house work.
IVrcv Bowker arrived at hie parents'
from Wakefield the 22nd, to remain until
;ifter Thanksgiving.
The Grange Insurance Co. had a hearing at the Glen Mountain House, Wednesday, in regard to the loss bv fire of
the farm buildings of Reuben Whitman
at Young Hill.
Mrs. Mamie Crockett is not able to be
out yet.
Mrs. Angie Berry is in poor health.
to

<\—N.
Sitson.
Trea» —B. J. Oleon.
Sec— L. B. Bennett.
C.—L. Curler.
V.—M F Carter.
F.—C. W. Flint.
I.. A. S.—C. G. Bennett.
< >rganlst— Floiwle Hart.
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Elkins spent Sunday

Boston, where she
the art school.

^^Voshua

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie L. Mason
in Portland Wednesday.
The sociable given by the students of
Mrs Mary G. Bradbury has again
about two hundred Florida birds
Gould Academy was a very pleasant
he took home with him in a dried state
ending of the fall term.
that will give one an idea of birds far
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
in
these
parts.
anything
beyond
will hold a sale of useful and fancy
ô. E. Waite told his grandchildren,
articles before Christmas.
Charles Bowen's little girl and boy, and
The Ladies' Club held an interesting
Frank Roberts' two small boys, if they
wi<a Katherine O'Donald,
who «s a meeting at the home of Mrs. J. G.
would cut a load of wood for Eliza A.
who Gehring. At this meeting the club deRecord, a lone woman, he would take it graduate of a millinery school and
to hold a Christmas sale, Dec. 11.
to her.
They did it, and they say it was has given good satisfaction to eutomm. cided
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Purington will
Mrs
Frank S. Farnum, who bas
hard to tell which were the more pleasspend Thanksgiving with their daughter,
formerly occupied Mrs.
ed, the children or the receiver.
Mrs. John Holt, in Andover, Mass.
Miss Dr. Bennett is booked to address rooms, has rooms upstairs η the build
J as. R. Adams, as star, played HumpShesun
the W. C. T. U., at the Methodist vestry ίησ occupied bv Frank Small.
keeps a stock of hats and trimmings, ty Dumpty at Odeon Hall, Friday evenFriday, Nov. 21.
Froui some peculiar mentality I gen- and has sufficient trade to occupy her ing.
erally prefer short speeches, short artiLOVELL.
Thursday Carroll and Ralph
cles and shorter sermons, but on one ocA reception for Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C.
casion years ago I sat as did a large au- Bacon shot three gray squirrels in the
Andrews, the newly married couple, was
dience two hours and listened to a lect- Willis pasture which tipped the scale
e held at the town house Wednesday evenure by Mary A. Livermore and it closed at four and three-quarters
largest weighing 1 34 pounds. Who ing. Confectionery and cigars were in
all too soon.
order, and a pleasant evening was enjoyBeing in the Zadoc Long Free Library
Waabburn baa returned ed. There were many presents for the
I saw the story of her life which I seized
young couple.
upon with avidity.
As F. C. Davis and C. D. Chandler
are tbe iiames ot onr youns
In perusing the same I was greatly
out. to the village Wednes1
interested from beginning to end. Those people who are attending' South art* were coming
day morning they saw a deer in E. L.
School, class of '03: Lola A. La
cuts, the old fireplace crane, pots and
Bell's field. Getting some rifles, Davis
kettles, the tin lantern and foot stove, Mur<rio M. McKenney, Jennie L. Briwi
for Chandler to drive him up
carried me back to my childhood again. burv Clarence L. Ridlon, Horatio B. waited
and Davis shot him. Ile
The first lucifer match I saw when a Hammond, S. Barry Locke. Tlioy all which he did,
on the village scales 2">0 pounds.
small boy, when a large boy kindled a are at home for a two weeks' vacation, weighed
round him in the swamp
fire on the ice on Thanksgiving Day. I with the exception of Mr. Locke who at While getting
Chandler saw two smaller ones, but did
well remember my fears of the cracking «resent is in New Hampshire.
The entertainment held at Dunham h Qot fire at them.
and groaning of the ice as it settled from
A Junior Christian Endeavor Society
the shores by reason of the falling of the Hall on Friday evening was very enjoyhas been formed at the village.
able and
Quit. · aem
water from the grindiug at the mill.
The apple crop is about all sold, but
Those were the days when on one oc- he realized toward the purchase of a Hap
are not to bo
shipped until Decasion my brothers weut a half mile, for the school house. Credit is due the a part
cember.
passing four neighbors to get a fire brand, teachers who have worked hard forth.,
Β. E. Brown has finished work on his
and returning helped those neighbors obiect. The entertainment consisted of
vocal and instrumental selections. Ex- cottage foundation and grounds for the
to lire up.
his wife have come to
Those cellent readings by Ν. I. Swan of Bry season and he and
Other features, so familiar.
ant
and
some of tho schoul the village.
Pond,
the
Sabsermons
sandwiched
by
long
by
Rev. C. F. Sargent gave a lecture at
And last the farce entitled
bath School, when the fathers would sly children.
The audience were the No. 4 school house Tuesday evening,
out between meetings and discuss their "Sister Masons."
and held a meeting at Black Mountain.
crops, or if in winter their stock and how interested to observe the methods of
The teachers for the winter schools
their hay was holding out etc., then per- "Sisters" in the mysteries of Masonic
have been assigned as follows:
haps to take a nooning down by the work, and greeted with enthusiasm the
Vllla»ç«*—F. W. Brown.
minister's for discussiug worldly matters iroat brought on for the candidate of the
4—Abble E. Wuo'lburv.
•Jd degree, which animal proved to be a V'o.
on the Lord's Day.
\Ve.4t I ovell—Emily Ο Irish.
Is it any wonder that a boy subjected net sheep belongiug to Ellie Curtis.
Ontre— Blanche 1'. Rueeell.
^lab Cltv—I-cnH Lufkln.
to long prayers, and almost interminable People were also particularly
No. Lovell— Itlanche Ailame.
sermons, when in his dotage perhaps, with a solo sung by Master Ivan Tu ell.
The Christian Circle was entertained
should call for abreviated sermons? But Supper was served at intermission and a
Tuesday evening at the home of Mr. and
as the ministers used to say, "I have di- sociable and dancing followed.
There will be a Thanksgiving ball at Mrs. Cvrus Andrews.
gressed"—a ruling passion with them.
But to the book, which is large and over Dunham's Hall on Thursday of tins
LOCKE'S MILLS.
Orchestra,
700 pages, like her lecture it seemed to week. Music by Bacons
The Ladies' Union Circle gave a chickclose too soon.
en pie supper at the hall Tuesday evenMabel Stearns has been visiting
Nov. 18th. There was a good numGREENWOOD.
her cousin, Mrs. Arthur L. Mann, the ing,
ber of useful and fancy articles for sale
"The *ua l« rNen lirtght βη<1 hlfth.
week.
past
Ami douille»» ahlne» «Ion# the eky
and an enjoyable entertainment.
They
.Mr. il. κ. Moore nas moved ins nouse* f«lr*r murnlui; tie'er wu eeen
between SCô.OO and $70.00 which
We under- made
Sim··· earth flrst <lonm-<l her robe of green. hold goods to his house.
we consider pretty good for our small vilProbably the first two lines of that stand Mr. and Mrs. Moore intend to lage. The proceeds are for the repairs
verse were not written on the 20th of spend the winter here.
on the church.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Howard of Bryan tNovember; but the last two were, and
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Goodwin are to
they describe the present morning to ville, Mass., are visiting relatives in this keep house in one part of Frank Benvicinity.
perfection.
nett's house.
World's Temperance Sunday was well
Having occasion, recently, to go by
Mrs. Helen A. Crooker, who has made
the former home of John Titus, and observed in this community by sermons it her home with her
daughter, Mrs. A.
seeing the premises looking so forsakeu in the morning by the pastors of the two L. Emery, for several years, went to
and lonely, a sigh, and perhaps a silent churches. At the Methodist chapel Rev.
Waterford
Saturday, Nov. 22, to keep
tear could there have been produced, but R. A. Rich gave a fearless, forceful
house for her brother, Jonas Atherton.
sermon from the text,
Prov. 20-!; subwould have accomplished nothing.
Edith Einery made a little visit at her
Mr. Morgan has heard from the Hen- ject, "The Monster of Deceit.1' At the
father's, Suuday, and small calls on
ricks brothers since they arrived home; Baptist church an excellent sermon was
other friends.
they carried a deer skin home with preached by Rev. Ε. M. llolman, and the
them which they are having tanned for business of liquor selling was denounced
PAST HEBRON.
a rug, and think
it will be a great as unworthy an honorable man. In the
The chief occupation is preparation
a
union
at
the
was
held
evening
chapel
for Thanksgiving and family reunions;
curiosity.
The dogs got after the sheep again the gospel temperance service under the everything but the old style delicious
A
of
tin?
W.
T.
C.
U.
large
other night, driving three of them home, auspices
goose is in waiting for the day to come
but the discharge of a double barrel gun and atteHtive audience was present. The around.
But many homes will miss
scarced them away before doing much programme consisted of songs, respon- those who sat in the now empty chair,
of to be
several
recitations
sive
by
was
too
dark
take
readings,
It
to
injury.
sight
present no more.
or to see more than
their outlines or the children, and readings by Mrs. Elva
Two sportsmen, Frank Haskell, forand
Mrs.
Fannie
J.
Emmons,
they would have stopped then ant] there. K. Locke,
merly of this place, and Mr. Morse,
The sheep have since been sold to Leon Mrs. L. C. Bates. Laura Barden spoke from Auburn, were recently here in
verse
and
showed
a
an
long search of game.
Brooks of Paris.
appropriate
Belle DeCoster is at work for Will RusEvery man who keeps a dog ought to string of red, white, and blue pledge
be obliged to keep him muzzled and cards tied with bows of white ribbon, sell of Turner.
the
children
had
been
which
and
have
signed
and
also
by.
chained, day
A donation on the 21st of November
night,
his tail cut oil just back of his ears; then of the three Sunday Schools.
was given Rev. Mr. Kelley and family.
to have a pubintend
The
W.
C.
T.
U.
could
be
in
II. A. Record has his winter's woftd
sheep
kept
comparative
lic entertainment in tho near future, stored in his shed.
safety.
Aubrey Dyer haulThere are several persons on the sick either the lirst week in December, or ed it from the woods to make sure of it
list; Mrs. Charles Judkins and Luella immediately after Christmas.
before the drifting snow storms.
The first of the week Rev. R. A. Rich
Cole being among the number.
Victor Barnier has been cutting and
asweeks
to
Falmouth
for
two
to
Mrs. John Howe of Bethel is in very goes
hauling wood for L. R. Hodsdon, also
feeble health, and the Brooke sisters sist Rev. A. K. Beem in revival services. for Mrs. T. L. Rogers. Charles Dehave been there to work but are now at At the end of that time Rev. Mr. Beem Coster is cutting wood for Eva Brown.
will assist in two weeks of special meethome.
Victor DeCoster has not purchased a
The widow Brackett, who had been ings to be held here. Mr. Beem will lot for hie house to stand on as yet, but
living with her daughter, Mrs. Will preach at the Methodist chapel for the will purchase one soon.
Emmons, for several years, passed away next three Sundays.
Fred Packard
will not move this
on the 17th inst.
Funeral on the lttth,
month.
The following pupils were not absent
conducted by Frank Andrews; divine
Rural delivery is the theme at present.
services by Rev. Seth Benson.
The re- ono-half day during the fall term of All arc anxious for the mail to reach us
school
closed:
mains were buried
in the Center primary
just
every day fair or storm.
Earlc Adams,
LI Ha Young,
News is very scarce and every one is
cemetery.
Marlon Curtis,
Clarence Hammond,
too busy to circulate what news there is.
Robert Churchill,
Madge Tuell,
HEBRON.
Ivan Tuell.
A sociable at Grango Hall on WednesYoung,
Rev. Mr. Cotton of Norway preached Roy
one-half day, Maynard Chase, day evening was well attended.
Absent
in
here Sunday
exchange with Ûr. and Laura ΠΠ1 was absent but one
day.
Crane.
Dem.a C. Ridloîî, teacher.
OXFORD.
was
Prof. J. F.
to Bos-

expect to return to Florida some time in
has
Three January. His brother, Clarence,which

MASON.
School began Monday, the 17th, after
a two weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Robert Cushing is down to North
Henry L. Dawes, ex-l'nited States
Senator, although he has just celebrated Waterford nursing for a few weeks.
is
still
Brown has got all moved to
Chas.
hia eighty-seventh birthday,
Their daughter,
Mrs.
chairman of the Dawes Indian Commis- West Bethel.
sion, and from his home, directs the Elmer Stiles, is gaining.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Mason visited at
affairs of the Five Civilized Tribes.
Douglas Cushing's last Saturday and
Over 60,000 persons sought employSunday.
ment under Uncle Sam last year by taking the civil service examination. TwoNO^TH PARIS.
thirds of those who submitted to the
Mrs. Fidelia Starbini is very sick; her
test proved their fitness to hold positions,
Mrs. Delia Andrews, Mrs.
but only about one-third of those who daughters,
in getting appoint- Nellie Rines of Haverhill, Mass., and
succeeded
passed
Mrs. Minnie Morse of Gorham, Ν. H.,
ments.
Mrs. Lizzie
and her granddaughter,
In Switerland the studies of many Wood, are stopping with her.
Mr.
fact
the
finally Wood and Mr. Morse have also been
years have determined
renot
only steadily
that the glaciers are
there, and Mrs. Abbie Washburn is carceding, but that their rate of recession is ing for her as nurse.
The
each
year.
Rev. Messrs. Brown and Rich have
becoming greater
Boveyre glacier in Canton Wall is is the been holding some very interesting
1802.
since
increased
has
one
that
only
meetings at North Paris for two weeks,
The famous Rhone glacier has receded closing Nov. 22.
Your correspondent found a stone
almost f*00 yards since 1870.
chisel or gouge made of a stone someEither poor ex-Confederates are scarce
what resembling sandstone, while pickin Kentucky or else they spurn the offer
rocks recently.
of support in a state institution. The ing
The contest in the grange makes the
Confederate home in that state has
very interesting at present.
only six inmates, and as the state con- meetings
tributes $15,000 yearly for its support,
DIXFIELD
some people of an economical turn of
The "Old-fashioned minstrels,*1 by six
mind, Colonel Watterson among them,
it.
run
to
it
if
at
Music Hall Thursday
school boys
are wondering
pays
was very pleasing, and a neat
For some time past the authorities of evening
The
sum realized for the school organ.
Altman in the Cripple Creek district,
were kindly assisted by Mrs. Lizzie
which enjoys the distinction of being the boys
the world, Eustie.
highest incorporated town in with
Jamie Sturtevant has been having a
rock
have been paving the streets
serious time with an ulcerated tooth
taken from the waste duron of the very
for the past two weeks.
Pharmacist mine. Some of It looked so
The village schools close this week
well that samples were taken at random
an until Dec. 8th.
and assayed, and the returns showed
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Forster report a
in gold a ton. Âs a
average value of $20
trip in the west. They are
delightful
away
the;
hauling
result men began
now in San Francisco.
the
police.
until
by
stopped
street surface
GENERAL

fined to the house.
Mr. Will Bryant will soon occupy the
house recently purchased on Summer
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money is all-powerful in this land should
take special note of St. Louis, where
they are sending millionaire prominent
citizens to state prison for three years for Organized by W. S. I.arrabee of Auburn,
bribery and attempted bribery. The assisted by Ε. S. Bennett, Master of Mt.
country Is not entirely gone to the dem- Dustin Grange, and R. A. Storey Past
nition bow-wows, yet.
Master.
Saturday evening, at F. A. Flint's, the
The President had to come home from ladies connected with the circle had a
his Mississippi hunting trip without fair and chicken pie supper from which
Now if he had they realized upwards of a hundred doleven a shot at a bear.
lars to help finish the interior of the
come to Maine he might have got two
all donors and those
deer, perhaps a moose, and possibly a church. Thanks to
who helped by coming and purchasing.
bear.
OF

buck

r
si
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of the coal strike, is in danger of losing
all it has gained by a few foolish acts.
In Schenectady, X. Y., the labor unions
not only unsuccessfully attempted that
iniquitous and ineffective measure, a
boycott, but they went so far as to expel a member because he was a member
of the National f.uard of the state. The
only excuse for this latter action is that
the mililia may be called out on account
of the disorder and lawlessness consequent upon a strike, and the labor union
thus puts itself on record as disapproving of that agency for the suppression of
lawlessness. Every one with a modicum
of common sense ought to know not
only that to take such a position is
practically condoning lawlessness, but
that it is also the worst possible policy,
considered with regard to its effect upon
the public mind. It should be said that
the prominent labor leaders do uot approve such action; but lack of approval
WILSON'S MILLS.
Is not enough, it should be condemned
Charles»·I.ane and E. Noyes of Gorham
outright by all who have the good of
were in town Thursday.
organized labor at heart.
A grange was organized Thursday
evening, the Aziscoos, with twenty-two
Parlor matches are reckoned as danstaff of
members and the following
gerous, and are to be prohibited in officers:
Of
Greater New York after Jan. 1st.
Η Flint
course prohibition won't prohibit, but it
«>.— D. C. Bennett.
will largely reduce the use of them.
L.-N. I). Hart
8.-F. A. Flint.
That ought to give a boom to Portland
A. 8 —W. B. Flint.
Star matches, which, if slow, are sure.
J.

These pessimists who asseverate that

'η^0ΜοΚβπΓ." Λ«
JSS lorfom,

freed· g·^

S'Sh

triSi°^r£lett

one

It was a

Thanksgiving.
ta» been in poor
Sunday School at 1- ■·
Mrs. Armstrong Gerrish and Mrs.
Street.
Urne, is A>wlj
Gilbert Tilton are improving in health.
At Cummings «
The fountain has been completed upon
Elder Southard visited the and la able to ï>« out on
Presiding
first of extensive
Baptist Circle
The farmers are so far satisnea wiui the common and is the
Methodist people Sunday.
improvements to be made there.
Jos. Emery of Boston has been in town
tnueh -—·
Wednesday the Federation of Clubs
»
recently.
corn .bop held its first meeting in Pattee's Chapel.
the
BartP.
and
H. E. Tucker of Sumner
The new president, Miss Annie Frye,
lett of Riley recently returned from a
made a very graceful inaugural address.
deer—
two
each
having
< «- hunting trip,
The programme was very interesting
three of which had seven points and one
"
and enjoyable.
points.
Thire «m be no W*l ··"'«»' eight
Thursday the fall term of Gould
S. Bridgham, Esq., boarded ThursT.
the Universalis c "!. » '
Academy closed. Thursday afternoon,
day morning's train to meet his old
visitors were present to listen to the
regiment in Boston; Alfred Cole for
public examinations which reflected
Kails will spend the winter with he
Portland, and I. W. Shaw for Newry.
Holland Cnrtis. Mr. Hall credit upon teachers and pupils.
Tuesday the \V. C. T. U. were guests
The word from the sick room of Rev.
of the Turner Union, at the home of H.
O. S. Pillsbury's little daughter is still
D. Irish.
will
the
and wife
spend
very encouraging.
W. II. Ladd of Humford brought a
Friday, the schools in town closed.
young fawn to Ike Shaw to be mounted.
The village schools will not open for
where
while
it
dead
found
He
hunting
two weeks on account of the prevalence
Mr. ing rooms here soon.
soma one had captured its mother.
of whooping cough.
Xfiss Jonnie tierce, «"»
Ladd said it was not more than three
Mrs. C. D. Manney and daughter,
this
men, Η. I. »a™"
weeks old. A very rare case so visiting Mrs. Elva E. Locke, returns
wild young stock or four
Louise, started for their home in Newgetting in moet ο
in the season. Ike is having a goodly
late
The bunch
which was out to
Mass
castle, Ν. B., this week, and were the
Fori,
number to mount. He, with Mrs. Shaw,
l'^lur

at the home of
home
Helen Severs, there was a
on that day let u« suspend our usual vocawedding Her daughter, Ague,.
tions and In the Church and bv the flreslde.
render thanks to Almighty God the Giver of all was united in marriage to Ernest
good, for the many blessings which we have Webster. by Kev. B. S. Stone.
received at his hand.
Let the gratitude of our
Mr. Win. Post has returned from
hearts find exoresslon in acts of benevolence
and charity, and remembering the suffering and
has moved his family
needy let these unfortunate ones also have
reason for rejoicing and thankfulness
to Browntield.
Given at the Council Chamber In Augusta, this
third day of November.lu the vearof our I on I
οπταπ
ruiiu.

day

son.

Wednesday evening the Rebekahs gave
«ni «M aoon be a pastry and oyster supper which was a
"r
very pleasant social affair.
The friends of Dr. J. A. Morton will
early
be sorry to learn that he is again conM-

Mfptfrtibl»t»»rnmra
G™.T-"od
WWu'TSiig1
T,Si
moS young weig

«"ζ*'

^*bb*th

^TW

ι

Don of Auburn spent the Sabbath with
parents. Mr. Don secured seven varieties
of bird's nests for school purposes.
Little Alice, daughter of Dr. Heald, 5
has been ill but is convalescent.
Mrs. Jennie DeCoster, Master Tom
and Spot have gone to Bethel to spend shot a deer.

PARIS HILL.

NOV. ii5,1902.

Α τ wood A Forbes,

BUCKFIELD.
entertainment mentioned

β'

poundag

'Toliowtai
tligTi

»«cce»l»l.

Phased

t0Miss

Moody

called

ton last week by the illness of his brothFAST WATERFORD.
er, W. K. Moody, who passed
away
William McGown and family went to
Mr.
and
his
brother
Saturday.
Moody
X. H., Wednesday.
fitted for college here under the late Berlin,
J. B. Haskell and Fred Kilgore of this
Kev. A. C. Herrick.
place, and Mason Kilgore of Norway
Mrs. A. D. Bartlett is very sick.
have bought a saw mill in Bisbeetown.
Mr. II. L. Melcher spent Sunday in
There is a husking at L. M. SanderPortland with his father who is critically
son's this Thursday evening.
ill.
Helen Sanderson's entertainment at
Miss Hazel Donham was at home from
Temple Hill was very interesting.
Bates over Sunday.
Mrs. W. A. Hersey's brother from
The schools have mostly closed for a
Worcester, Mass., has been visiting lier.
two weeks' vacation.
Chas, nunt and family have come to
Miss Grace Bumpus went back to her
the Baker farm to spend the winter
school in Poland this week.
with Mrs. Hunt's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday the citizens met to clear up Geo. Smith.
the new land around the cemetery. It is
Several about here have sold their aphoped now that something will be done
the prices ranging from $1.50 to
towards wiping out the disgrace of that plet*,
$1.75.
neglected place.
Married Tuesday evening, the ISth,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hibbs are to be
at the
parsonage, by Rev.
congratulated on the birth of a boy, 'Γ. S. Congregational
Perry, Miss Roxana, daughter of
Monday, 17th.
W. A. Hersey of Waterford, and Mr.
Walter Whitman of Otisfield.
NORTH BUCKFIELO.
Ilaskell & Rolfe, with their crew,
Our school closed the 14tb, Miss Matmake daily trips to Norway, where they
tie Fobes teacher, who we understand is
are building a store house near the railto teach our winter term.
road station.
Henry Parsons and son have taken a
Several of the men working on Mr.
job to haul the wood and lumber on the Willis' mill are
boarding at George
Fairfield Farrar farm belonging to GerStevens'.
rish & Lowe.
A. J. Haskell and family of West
Mrs. Chandler Damon is failing quite
Bethel spent Sunday at his father's.
fast. Her son, George, is here from
Iva Haggett of South Paris is spendPortland.
her vacation at her grandmother
A Mrs. Snow of Turner is keeping ing
Haggett's.
house for G. W. Hammond and son.
Norman Bessey has taken a large job
EAST BETHEL.
drawing wood and lumber of Ellis and
Misses Grace and Jennie Swan visited
Henry Whitman.
Norway last Monday and Tuesday.
Eugene Fuller is preparing to move
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett visited Lewiston
the old Barrett sled snop to his place for ind Auburn last week.
an addition to his bouse.
Mr. Nelson Mann is a guest at Porter
Lucius Record is afflicted with "Job's Farwell's.
comforters" this fall.
Mrs. Geo. Blake and two children
from Boston are now with her parents,
OENMARK.
Sir. and Mrs. N. F. Swan.
Miss Hester Kimball is at home from
Mr. I .eon H. Ingalls is on a trip
teaching for a short vacation.
through the state buying fur.
Miss Ethel Hatnmons closed a very
Mr. Fred Wood died at the home of
his father, Chae. Wood, Wednesday luccessful term of school of twelve
morning. Funeral was held at Odd Fel- veeks here last Friday, with very inAfter two weeks'
lows Hall Friday, at 1 p. m., Rev. Mr. wresting exercises.
vacation Miss Hammons will return for
Cameron of Brownfleld officiating.
It was Mr. Frank Evans instead of < ;he winter term.
lames as was reported last week, whose
NORWAY LAKE
funeral took place at East Fryeburg.
Mrs. J. S. Kneeland has returned from
Rev. Mr. Waterworth of Andover, one
who came fcere as a candidate on trial I 1er visit at Mechanic Falls.
Miss Lacy Hall is visiting at David
] 'or pastor at this church, has decided
ι tot to accept the place, and has returned 1 Hood's.
1 :o Andover.
Norway Lake Woman'· Club will meet
Mr. Nelson Thomes shot a âne buck 1 vith Mrs. W. S. Partridge Dec. 3d.
Mrs. James Crookett saw a deer in the
leer Tuesday morning, 200 lbs. He ha·
ihot two this year.
] >aature near her house laat week.

The conference at the Advent chapel
was well attended andtho meetings were
of much interest. Miss Retha Glover is
holding a series of evangelical meetings
this week.
A number of the members of the Y.
P. S. C. E. attended the local union at
South Paris Tuemlay.
Mr. Small has moved his family into
the rent in Mrs. S. D. Edwards' house.
Ida Brown is improving.
Ella Farrington, who has been working in the mill and boarding at Mr.
Bond's, has gone home to her father's
and is sick with typhoid fever.
Mr. Clarence GralTam and wife have
returned from Sanford.
The village schools closed with the
usual exercises.
The Parsonage Society met Thursday
with Mrs. John Elden.

SROWNFIELD
Irving Linscott is moving into the
Perley Brown rent.
Mr. and Mre. S. N. Adams are at home
from Sebago for a few days.
Mr. F. Farnham is visiting friends in
the eastern part of Maine.
Little Carl, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Johnson of this village, met with a
serious accident by being hooked in the
face, making a gash some two inches
long in his cneek.
Mrytle Warren is at work for Mrs.
Fitch.
Mr. Ε. B. Bean has been quite sick,
but is gaining.
The Universalist circle met this afternoon with Mrs. N. Johnson.
Miss Tibbetts and friend of Lynn,
Mass., are. guests of Mrs. Harnden and
Mr. and Mrs. Gilpatrick.
AN ENGLISH AUTHOR WROTE:

shade, no shine, no fruit, no
Howers, no leaves,—November! Many
"No

Americans would add no freedom from
catarrh, which is so aggravated during
this month that it becomes constantly
troublesome. There is abundant proof
that catarrh is a constitutional disease,
[t is related to scrofula and consumption,
being one of the wasting diseases.
Hood's Sarsaparilla has shown that what
Is capable of eradicating scrofula, completely cures catarrh and taken in time
prevents consumption. We cannot see

OUR
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By
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III.—Longevity

FROM

of Trees.

what has been said Id the
preceding chapters It might be
presumed that there Is no end

to

the

the tree is a
on

and

develop-

By Its very structure
thing of life wound up to

ment of a tree.
run

growth

forever.

the cambium

It winds itself up,
year aft-

renewing Itself

As Wordsworth puts

er year.
tree is-

it,

a

A living thing
Produced too slowly ever to decay,
Of form and aspect too magnificent
To be destroyed.

Dr. Ilolmes touches the subject more
same effect:

lightly, but to the

In fact, there's nothing that keeps its
youth.
As I'm Informed, but a tree and truth.
Nevertheless trees are not immortal,
some of them far enough from it

They have their limitations, constitu-

tional even, and share ultimately the
fate of all terrestrial things.
In the first place, most trees die by

violence, by accident of one sort or
other. In battle with the wind and
storm the tree by its very form is at
great mechanical disadvantage. This
disadvantage Increases with every addOther
ed inch of height or width.
things being equal, it is only a question of time, in an exposed position at
least, until by the very circumstance
of growth the tree gives to the wind a
leverage sure to be disastrous. The

branch or even the lengthening
mny snap beneath an unusual
weight of ice or enow. The loss to the
tree is threefold. It loses the part de-

long
top

stroyed,

which is bad

enough.

It loses

equipoise, the balance which between
all its parts the slow progress of the
years has brought about, and in so
fur becomes more certain of destruction in some later storms. But, worse
than all, the tree is wounded with a
lesion that late or never heals, most
likely never. Decay ensues, the tree

It is easy, therefore, for

tu

|

the rings bnve been counted. On one
the number rises to 2,200. Nay, more,
John Mulr tells us tbat in the King's
river forest be counted 4,000 rings on
a

single stump!
But the oldest tree

on

f

the continent

thought

These

beautiful

clusters

the forest itself has an expanded base,
and the trees protect each other. The
deciduous leaved trees throw down
their leaves at the

approach

of winter,

and thus strip for the battle with snow
and ice, which would otherwise crush
their branches to the earth. The cone

bearers, old fashioned trees that they
are. hold their foliage, part of it, It Is
true, but note its peculiar character
and the position It assumes. There la

nowhere In the world a prettier adaptation than the sparse, fringed needles
of the pine, through which the wind
and storm may whistle, or the drooping, taper, flngerlike branches of the

spruce or flr, shedding the falling snowflakes. In all the trees the branches

themselves are specially constructed
to meet the onset of the blast Trees
ehed not their leaves alone, but their

twigs, only a comparatively few surviving to carry forward the limb's extension. Compare the cottonwood, on
which the twigs are few; the elm even,
the oak. where their number is very
small when contrasted with the num-

or

ber started; the coffee bean tree, on
which there is scarcely one. Indeed,
we may say In general that if a tree
be closely studied Its form will ac-

curately proclaim the conditions by
which it has all along been surrounded. The whole tree is an adaptation to
its environment

But in the second place, the longevity
of trees seems to a great extent purely
a

matter of habit.

Some trees are short

lived by habit, naturally short lived, as
we might say. The broad leaved aspen,

for instance, lives, at least in many
parts of the country, but a few decades, in Iowa hardly thirty years. Such
trees seem to reach a certain maturity

and then die for no appreciable reason.
Some oaks hare similar constitutional
tendencies.

The black oaks are said to

be less endurlug than the white oaks.
Some species of the black oak group
die at fifty to seventy years. The oaks
of Europe are apparently longer lived
than those of North America. The famous oak at Cozes, in southern France,
la certainly more than Ι.ϋΟϋ years old.
t'œsar may have stood beside it.
We reckon a tree's years by the number of its rings as seen upon Its sec-

the succession of seedtime and harvest, witnesses for the tree the increment of
vernal and autumnal wood, so that in
case of a fallen tree or of a tree any

Eve»y year, certain

tion.

as

part of whose section can be seen we
may count the rings of growth and
know with very great exactness the
number of its years. The only exceptions are found In the case of very

At this

of

we

young shoots or trees, where sometimes more than one ring is formed
a single year. So also on older tree·
after accidental loss of foliage a second feeble ring is sometimes added.
But a3 a rule the rings of a tree are as

its years.

By counting thus the rings on a section and compare# the rndlus. half
the tree's diameter, we easily obtain

tree at that level is about thirty feet,

these. The dragon tree alone is perennial, approximating the immortality
which the structure of our ordinary

91.00
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have gone

when

Overcoat is

an

through

necessity,

a

stock and marked

our

blue

Chinchilla Overcoats
$2.00

weight

A striped shawl, on the roaii from South Paris
Finder please
to West Part», via High Street.
leave at West Parle postoffice or the Democrat
G. A. JACKSON.
ofUce.

...

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

Connection.

Telephone

LOST.

MAINE.

Johnson's Digestive Tablets

Snow's Falls.

TELEPHONES FOR SALE.

WILL DIGEST any kind of food

SHAW,
Buckfleld, Maine

I. W.

mankind

for|

In the District Court of the United States
the Dtstrlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
LYMAN B. BROOKS,
)
of Mexico, Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Lyman B. Brook·. In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th day of
Nov., A. D. 1903, the said Lyman B. Brook*
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of hie creditors will be held at the
Court House, In South Paris, on the 2tith day of
Nov A. D. 1002, at 10o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other business
as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Nov. 10,1H02.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

]

eat.

can

ARQni IITFV
I C. I

ADOWLU
You

by

Sold

Prescription Druggist,
Paris, Maine

South

Next door to Post Office,

tyProprietor of H' -VI-ΛΟ.

To thu Honarble Board of County Commission
ers for οχ fora « ouniy:
The undersigned being responsible persons
and resident» of the town of Rumford, In said
County, hereby respectfully represent to your
Honorable Hoard that common convenience and
necessity require that a new highway should be
Commencing
laid ont In the town of I'eru, viz.
Ht a point on the town line between suld Kumford
and Peru where the location, In the town of
Rumford, made by the County '"ommlseloners
October 7th, 1902. end»; thence In a southerly
and easterly illrectlon over land of Albert Frost
to a point In the new highway 'cadlng to West
I'eru, near where the «aid highway crones the
Portland A Rumford Falls railroad ; next southerly of said Albert Front's dwelling housilletance of twenty-four (24) rods, bo the earn··
more or less.
Also to discontinue that Dart of the old highway between the town line of Itum'ord and
I'eru to a point where the new location, above
mentioned, ends.
Also to discontinue that part of the old highway in the town of Rumford between a point
near the Earn Elliott dwelling house, so called,
and the Martha Karnum dwelling house, so
called; being a illetance of one hundred and
sixty (100) rods, l>e the same more or less.
H. C. DUNTON, ι Selectmen of
«
W. G. MORSE,
Rumford,
ami others.
Dated at Rumford, Me., Nov. 20,1902.

«MRilTECD!

try them.

want to

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

Try

7.1 ct*

it.

BLUE STORES.
Blizzards and Icicles
wlli

of

one

our

Fur Coats, Ulsters,
Reefers, Lambskin
Lined Coats, Klondike
Vests, Fur and Cloth
Caps, Warm Gloves
and Mittens.

|

STATE OF HAINE.

COUNTY OF OXFORD, ββ.
Board of County Commissioners, September
session, 1902; held by adjournment Nov. 20.

They

1902:
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having l>ecn received that the petitioner*
anil that Inquiry Into the merits
tre
of their application is expedient, It is Ordered,
that the
County Commissioners meet at
the Probate Court Room at Rumford Falls
on
Saturday, December 27, 1902, at
village
nine of the clock a. m., and thence proceed to
mentioned In said petithe
route
view
a
tion; Immediately after which view,
and their witnesses will be
the
of
parties
hearing
In
the
vicinity
had at some convenient place
and such other measures taken In the premises
as the commissioners shall Judge proper. And
It Is further Ordered, that notice of the time,
place and purjtose of the commissioners' meeting
aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations interested, by causing attested copies of
said petition, and of this order thereon, to be
served upon the respective clerks of the towns of
i'eru anu Rumford, In said county, and also
posted up in three public places In each
and published three weeks
of said towns,
Democrat, a
successively In the Oxford
Counat Paris, in said
printed
newspaper
ty of Oxfoni, the first of said publications, and
each of the other notices, to be made, served and
said time of
posted, at least thirty days before and
corporameeting, to the end that all persons
tions may then and there appear and shew cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of said petl
tloners should not be granted.
Attest:—CHARLES K. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition and order of court
thereon.
ATTKiTr-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Fortify yourself

be Here.

soon

wih

smooth

responsible,

over

the

of winter.

rough edges

Our fashionable SUITS and
OVERCOATS will

F, H.
CASTORIA

For lofants and ChBdren.

please

Noyes Co.,

Tlu Kind You Han Alwais Bougltf

you.

«

<*

BRING Yf>UR FEET

to our store and

perfection.

to

handsome and stylish as well.
Our
present stock of Men's and Women's
Shoes contains every kind of shoe for this

NOTICES.

To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, in and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
November. In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred ami two. The following m.ittcr
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
That nntloe thereof be given to all persons In.
te rested, by causing a copy of this order to Ι·β
the Oxpublished three weeks successively in at
South
foni Democrat, a newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
the
on
held
at
to
be
Paris,
Probate Court
third Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1902, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon if

they will be fitted

A shoe that (Its perfectly will not only
be more comfortable, l»ut last longer.
All sorts of feet can bo put into shoe*
that not only afford protection, but are

|

season's wear.

Trices talk economy.
Yours truly,

SMILEY

SHOE

STORE,

NORWAY,

MAINE.
F. W. FAlTXC'E. Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

see cause.

'JE»Hoxio

WALLACE F. ATKINS, late of Pari», deceased. Will ami petition for probate thereof
presented by Sarah J. Atkins, the executrix
therein named.

F. PERSIS CROCKETT, ward, of Oxford. I
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate |
presented by George W. Morse, guardian.
PA M ELI A C. YEATON. late of Oxfoni, dePetition for order to distribute balance

remaining In his hands presented by Simeon K.
Yeaton, administrator.
ADDISON K. HERRICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest ·—
A LBERT D. PARK, Register.

112*3.

Horse Blankets Direct
from the Mills !
Having bought our Blankets direct from the mills we are
prepared to sell better b'ankets for same price of other dealers.
Gall and examine and see for yourselves.

NOTICE.

I

HORACE KNIGHT, l«te of Paris,
has been shaped In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
where around a demands
against the estate of said deceased are
center table twelve hungry travelers I desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
may be served at once. As the tree ment Immediately.
HUDSON KNIGHT.
Nov. 18th, 1902.
attains such hoary age the rate of
NOTICE.
growth becomes ever slower. The
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he I
amount of efficient foliage is generally
tuts been duly appointed executor of the last
proportionately smaller, while the sur- will and testament of
RTHAN WILLI8, late of Paris,
face over which the annual accumula- In the
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
tion must be spread is wider year by bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
There lies before us the sec- desired to present the same for settlement, and
year.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
tion of an oak which in seventy-five
ment Immediately.
Nov. 18th, 1903.
JAMES 8. WRIGHT.
years attained a Hameter of one foot
The next inch of the radius, counting
NOTICE.
was

quality,

glad

;

Overcoats with velvet
for $5.00, now $3.50.

Η.

trees suggests, but never may secure.
{Copyright. 1902. by Lewis D. Sampson.]

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notloe that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of

large stock

our

Kersey
collar, formerly sold
Winter
for

the thickness of the average annual
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
has been
administrator of the |
increase and so may estimate the age estate of duly appointed
LIVONIA KNIGHT, late of Paris,
of other trees of the same sort whose
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
diameter is known. Thus. In the case bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
of the French oak referred to. a block desired to present the same for
settlement, and
Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
eighteen Inches thick, taken about ten all
tuent Immediately.
feet from the ground, shows 20U anNov. 18th, 1002.
HUDSON KNIGHT.
nual rings.
As the diameter of the
the tree is evidently about 2,ϋϋϋ years
old. The interior of this fee. which

from

season

black

Heavy

forty-five

ceased.

fine

down two lots.

Our California giants are old.
centuries doubtless transcend the springing of the oldest; the
cypresses of Mexico are old, but fifty
centuries measure the antiquity of

they

weight,

Opportunity.

planet.

PROBATE

several prices

An Overcoat

emblems of

NOTICE.

515c.

50 per dozen.

good

NORWAY,

the elerual .vouih of nature."
"Hundreds of centuries" means a
very old tree, no doubt far surpassing
in arge any other living thing upon the
but

93

Telephone 113-3.

branches "still aunually crowned, as
they have been each returning au
turaii perhaps for hundreds of centu
blossoms,

to

larger

of

$1.39 each,

all white or colored

fringe,

to match in

THOMAS

was badly wrecked by storm and once
again lu the year 18GÛ. But It still
Its
surviving
to
continues
grow.

its

only samples

are

show others.

Its
made matter of record since 1402.
structure Is different from that of our
common trees and its growth exceedingly slow: In fact, In the 500 years
since Its discovery it has changed almost not ut all. In the year 1S19 It

lily like

nor

to

(20-inch Napkins to match, $2.30.)

trees Is that referred to by Dr. Gray
in his essay on this particular subject
A dragon tree stands on the Island of
Tenerife which has been known and

with

Napkins

Napkin* from $1.00

back in historic time.
Perhaps the most curious and wonderful illustration of the longevity of

white

company with
If not, it

Importers.

O^E LOT Al L LINE*. hemstitched or
border, hizo 18x36,

his history of the world and see to
what date this number carries blm

into ruin.

stance, all trees, especially when developed In isolation, have broad, far
spreading bases. If developed together,

direct from the

7!i IftCH BLEACHED DA Π ASK,
new pattern, per yard,

hollow, and presently the
I have for sale two telephones In irood workHave been used but little and are
order
lng; order.
fragile shell, even though living, sinks alfrlKht
local service. Ten dollars will buy
I
for

which unfavorable meteoric conditions
are more successfully resisted. For in-

plenty
is

Table Damask and
and patterns.

of the truth, we have 5.124
years as the age of the Oaxacu tree.
To appreciate this let any one get down

rles.

ready for^jycur Thanksgiving

of pretty Table Linen and Nice Towel»?
about time.

Our line of ToWf I· was never better,
All styles, sizes, and prices from 7^c.

excess

becomes

It is interesting here to note the
adaptations in the form and habit of
means of
trees, the adaptations by

Are you

variety.

to be the Oaxaca cypress.
The circumference of the tree is given
at 112 feet as the minimum. Putting
the annual Increment in diameter at a
line a year, which is certainly far In
is

Linens

Thanksgiving

to be-

lieve that very large tree* are very
old. Some of the great trees in Cal·
lfornia have been cut down to make
grapevine stakes, and on their stamps

perfectly sound,
dining room,

Into a

The subscriber hereby gives notice tha the has I
outward, cost the labor of twenty-five
been duly appointed executor of the last will
years, so that the Increase in diameter and testament of
MABTHA H. SPOFFORD, late of Parts,
my sufferer put off taking this medi- at the last was less than a line a year. In the
of < <xford, deceased, and given I
:ine, in view of the widely published Dr. Gray estimates the growth of our bonds County
as the law directs.
All persons having
record of its radical and permanent
demands against the estate of said deceased
southern cypress after the first three are desired to
the
same
for settlement, !
It is
:ures.
present
America's
undoubtedly
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
Greatest Medicine for America's Greatest or four hundred years to be no more
payment Immediately.
Disease—Catarrh.
than one-third of a line per annom.
Nov. 18th, IMS.EDWIN I, SPOFFORD.

W. 0. & G. W. Frothingham.

17 Market Square,

....
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South Paris, Maine.
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The Crocker Fountain Pen is IT.
BLOW
BLOW

YOU

YOU
YOU

DON'T

For Sale

BLOW

BLOW
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by

I

II
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FILLS
FEEDS
WRITES

SELLS

TO
TO

TO
TO

CLEAN
SELL

ΙΤ

I I
I I
I I

F. A. Shurtleff &

F. P.

FILL
EMPTY

Co.,

Stone, Norway,

Τ

SELF
SELF
SELF
SELF

South

Maine.

Pari·, and

THE BARROWS CROCKER PEN CO., Portland, Me.

CASTOR IA Farlifutsnd CUdm.

MKUYeMttmstaiu

fttnth·

*

—

Srmocrat

Oxford

ïhc

Rather slim show as vet for Thanks-

giving skating.
Charles M.

SOUTH PARIS.
α. ·.

ύ*ΑΜ>
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raws

,dally. Sundayi
Sunday only

I.anterus will continue to be fashionable for evening wear on the street.

tootngup «(>: —IO-OOa. m. S » P. M., s·*,
Sunday onîy
ji
il.y, Sundays lnclu le>l

Mrs. Lev^n L. Russell and son Raymood of Leeds are visiting relatives

,,οΐη; down
•a ud«d 9 30
Λ Λ» p. Mν

LKAVK

H

east
a.

—5 Si a. *..
4 » P. M.

here.

M.

a.

ch evens.

Mrs. J. A. Jackson started for Boston
last week where she intends to spend the
winter.

Rev. W. Ε
ι··«ΐ! Congregational Church.
>
I'. IV. Vi5kr. Preaching service·, 10 V
Τ
*. ι3;: λ'ρ.*.; Sunday School 1ν
·'
Κ ». c Ε it p. M Church prayer meeting ST
o'clock. AH, not other
if evening at Τ
Τ
connected, arc cordially Invited.

The dates of the fair of the Congregational Ladies" Circle will be Dec. IS and
19 at New Hall.

Church, Rev. A. W Pottle. Paetor
3adQ. morning prayer meeting, i:30 a

Hetaod'.st

-service : 45 am. Sabbath Schoo
K -. worth League Meeting. 6 15 P. κ.;
Ing praver meeting TP.*·, graver meetins
*v evening, cla*» meeting, Trlîlay evening
lût *. Survh. Kev. H. S. Plnkham, P»«or.
Sab·
av. '.reaching service 1·' 45 a.
oo. 12 *
:
ρ raver meeting Τ -00 P.
evening.
er meeting Tue-iav
;
^,·γ<λ St Churvh. Rev. J. H Little. Pastor
Nnta every Sunday at 41 P. *·. in
a
Sun lay Schooi it 3 30 r. *.
\(« Ha.

There will be a meeting of the official
board of the Methodist church this Monday evening at 7:30 o'clock.

-va<:

»

*.,

Albert King, son of J. F. King, picked
That
a full-blown dandelion Saturday.
must be about the last one of the season.

»

■

F. C. Merrill, who has been confined
to the house with a severe cold for two
weeks, was reported a little better yes-

»

statu> *Kirrt>o§.

terday.

Re*ular
A A M.-Parts Lodge, No. i4.
-.'.-g Tue»-iav evening on or before full moon.
ο. * -Mount Mica Lod*e, regular meetTcur· 'ay ev»n!nj of eacii wees.—Aurora
a—paient, lirai and third Monday evening»

V

Κ

I

.»

Mrs. Herman Wilson entertained
few of her friends at whist last Thursday evening. A very enjoyable time
was ha«l.
a

.-.'month.

Κ -Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lo«l*e.No.
fourth Fridays or each
Hall.
r —W. K. Kimball Post. No. 14S, meet»
sr ! thirl
Saturday evening» of each
!s ο. λ. H. Hall.
S. Kim ball Relief Corps meets fir»t
-it_r lay evening» of eacs month. In
f '.r

-.et- second and
r:; '.a CMd Fellow*'

w

Hali.'

τ:

Mrs. T. M. Millay of Bowdoinham
spent the Sabbath with her sister. Mrs.
A. \V. Pottle, coming from Portland

Saturday.

Advertised letters in South Paris post-

? H—Par1.·' virange. from May 1 to Oct. 1. office Xov. 24. l'.H)*2:
»s : ϋufi Saturday ; during the
Mrs. L. M Godwin.
f :ht year, meet» every Saturday, In
r
Mis# Ola M Emery.
i»~ UM· Ha...
Mr. C. E*eret: stevens.
ij. i_—Second an 1 fourth Monday» or
I
ea«.r. month.
M:>> Susie M. Wheeler entertained the
Ν r. O. P.—Stonv Brook Lodge, No. 1*1,
School class at
second and foûna Wednesday evening» member* of her
iach month.
Refreshher home
evening.
λ
P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meet» every
and a
ments were served, games
Fr. a· evening at Pythian Hall.
ν
Soutl". Paris general .rood time
7- w vdmen of America
Turnand fourth
amp, No. loOtfT. meet· Mcond
Eleven thousand bricks, to be used in
evening» In uolden Cro»» Ha'.l.
_

Sunday
Friday

played,
enjoyed.

—

T:.>.r*
; ;

:·:

1er?"

me an

B.

L.

Mr<.

\i>;t oi

Fails.

Andrews has returned

several

weeks at Hum-

Phelan's lecture in the
will be ciyen next Frivt-ning. Nov. i?.
II. I'orter came home from the
1.·
! Maine Saturday ni^ht tor
tie Thanksgiving vacation.
Κ··ν. C.
s

·.

'i
.-

C.

( ourse

o<nrined to the
Wright
several days last week by sickness.
<ut attending to business.
:;.m
J. S.

n.

was

Ko *h ^j»off''rd 'f thi* place. Bate^
h.t> been chosen manager of the
1 ktes •.'••'lege football team for the seas η >f llHXî.
Λ

'».

Don't
·■.

be

ra:

about tellins the
Thanksgiving guests.

bashful

>fy'

ir

The reader» like
family reunions.

to

know about the

Mary
died xiturday morning at the home of
jive p\a>ant practical demonstration
her son, Charles E. Gowell, in the south
the
into
f v'>nr thankfulness by pitching
1 rt <«f the town. Funeral on Monday
Thankseivinc .'.inner.
afternoon, and burial in the cemetery in
the
Harris,
k
in
optician, the Dean neighborhood. Besides a husDr. J. Fra:
is M.er: i:u_· a f w days in Massachusetts. band. Mr*. Dean leaves two sons by a
Hew lire* -n :· >«uth Paris immediate- former marriage, Frank E. Gowell and
Charles E. Gowell, both of this town.
ly after Tï'.anks^ivinj.
After regular lodge meeting next FriTalk about Soldiers' Field and other
a rehearsa. of
a\ eveni: ^ there will be
scenes of mighty battles on the gridiron!
Mt. Pleasant degree team. All members There's more fun to the square inch in
are asked to be present.
the little area back of Odd Fellows'
when six or eight youngsters get
The Farmington Ν rmal School stu- Block,
with a boys' size football, than
dents. Misses Lucelia Crcvkett. Dora in there
on any big athletic field in the country.
>teven>. Sue Porter and Olive Swett.
And the boy without a full football suit,
ame home Friday night for the Thanksnose guard and shin guards, is not fully
giving vacation.
••in it." When the boys wanted a footBarry Locke has g »ne to EllingwiKKl's ball. after the manner of recognized athnear Errol.
letic associations they started out with a
camp at Mollidgewoi k Falls,
This is the week to be thankful: also

to

N. H.. where he will spend a week or
Alfred E. Fuller will
more hunting.
join him there Thanksgiving Day.

subscription paper, and after the manner
of most subscription papers that one
drifted early into the Democrat office.
A small sum was added to the contribuRov *>tri' klar.d f»f "î>e class of "4 came
tion here, and it has paid about the best
h"ine from the University of Maine the
in direct returns of anything ever investîirst of last week, the oeginning of his
ed in athletics.
Thanksgiving vacation being somewhat
a little accident to one of
hastened
by

is eyes. wnicn pre\cuieu
week or two.

>uiu>

SOUTH PARIS OCTOGENARIANS
There are perhaps more people eighty
years old and upwards in South Paris
than is generally supposed. The following !s a list of thereof that age, with
the date of birth and age at present
time. The work of compiling this list
was done by Mr. Stowe, whose a?e is exceeded by only live others. These are
all residents within the limits of the vil-

«

»ί

Last Tuesday's corporation meeting
which so sweepingly voted down every
as
light proposition made, is spoken of
"tie "f our rr,,nt meetings.** and is a
reminder of that day in May. when we
two town
Nj't-nt the afternoon holding
t do a thing but sell
an old school house for the dollars.

meetings, and didn

lage corporation :

Levi Record is expected to return toSame.
dav. Monday, from the Central Maine Mary Λ. White
(îeneral Hospital at Lewistoo. where he Mar'v A. Rliwm
a
I.ut·? Bobbin*
went some ten days since to have
Luoretl* i'urtle
cancer removed from his lip. The opera- Eunice I.unt Wing,
is Elvira Burrows,
tion was entirely successful, and he
J..bn Whitman
doing well. His son. Ernest J. Record, Ε Ivrtn B. Ctall·!
is at home from Boston for a few· days. Eurarla S. Elgerlv
Mertn>la B.

Cummlng-

The first car load of anthracite coal to Ssrab Hewett
KiiUht
come into South Paris since the strike •L'-eph
Alva Shurt'eff
arrived the first of last week, for A. W. Narcv A. Shurtleff.
Walker Λ .Son. It was mixed, egg and \nnG. Morse
Pbebe W.Hall
lump coal, and was out of the first cargo Wo. H. Caswell,
of anthracite which has reached 1 ort- Win C. Llbbv
land. It was distributed by the firm Lucln la Tufts,
at $S.OO per ton. ->atnuclStowe
among their customers,
Martha C. Stowe

Mrs. Kmeline Shaw Seedhain. mother
of Mrs. Ε. X. Anderson, died Tuesday of
where
pneumonia at Mr. Anderson's, was
60
Her age
she made her home.
The funeral Thursday afternoon
vears.
of the
was attended by Rev. J. 11. Little
I he remains were
I'niversalist church.
Mrs.
tak^n to West Bethel for burial.
Needham had been an invalid, and very
nearly helpless, for some years.

Swell.

committee

l>ec. 17, 1S19
No*. 28. lr*21
18.Ό
Mar.
<>ct. S3,1821
.May 8, 1816
Pec. 22,1816
Oct. IV 1821
Jan.
7, 1822

Sept. 1,1815
*ug. 30, 1815
Oct.
1, 1820
..<>cl. 24,1817
Apr. 9, 1822
M*y 18,1821
June 5,1808
June 15,1821
Mar. 5, 1S19
Aug. 21,1821
Jan. 31,1818
Apr. 24,1819

Age

SS
83
SI
83
SI
;*>
86
81
80
87
87
82
85
8»)
81
94
81
SS
81
84

CORN GROWERS' UNI^N
A meeting to perfect the organization
of the Maine Sweet Corn Grower*' Union
by the election of the proper officers is
called to be held at Grange Hall, South
Paris, on the tirst Tuesday of December
All sweet corn
at one o'clock sharp.
growers are invited to be present.
Pkk Obdeb Com.

Treasurer—Hoy Curtl*.

general

Aug. 18,1819

Teachers in South Paris. Paris Ilill,
and West Paris schools will be the same
as last term,
except that Miss Eva
Walker will take charge of the grammar
school in place of Mrs. Ordway, resigued; and Miss Annie Jenne will assume
Miss Walker's former place in the
Pleasant Street primary.
As annonuced last week all the schools
in town will begin Dec. 1, except the
South Paris schools which will begin
Dec. S.

chosen:
l*re*l lent—Charlee L. Buck.
Flr»t V Ice-Presl· lent—W R. Henrj
Secon<l Vice PresMent—Mr» A. W. Pottle.
Thirl Vice-President—Mr·. S C. OrOwav.
Fourth Vice ►'reeMent—Mr*. H. A. Morton

The

Date of Birth.

*orth Paris—Mabel Stearns.
Tueil—Grace Bennett.
Korbee—Grace Du'lley.
PartrMite— Helen Cote.
Whittemore—C. Walter Chase.
Mountain—E'lna Curtis.
"^bbs—Mnt Bradford.
Kl» g—Carrie Gray.
Ho.low—Ruth Stearns.

The Epworth League was entertained
the anby the officers on the occasion of at
the
nual meeting, which was held
Methodist vestry last Thursday evening.
The first half hour was devoted to a
business session, following which there
with
was two hours of social enjoyment,
Refreshments were
various games.
served and a very pleasant evening was
inenjoyed. About fifty membersis and
now invited guests were present. It
tended to have such an occasion in connection with the monthly business meeting under the direction of Mrs. Harry
Morton, president of the social departThe following are the officers
ment.

tht
fail

Good Cheer Society
have chosen these committees:
Hall committee—Wlll>er Farrar.
A'lTe tl-tue committee—Mrs. Frank PI<·(free
A. D. Park ao<t Ml»» Dougia*·.
Decorating Committee—Mrs. A. t.. Holme·
Mr» J J Murphy, Mr»· Ira Shaw. Mr». Irvlni I

Universal ist

A

DOWN

LOOK

TO

Andrew*. Mis* Λ» LeachMm
Ml«cell <M009 Booth—Mr·. Helen rhlld,
M
Wm. Shaw. Mr·. Charles Brett. Mm. A
Mn
V ite», Mrs C. tt.Curtl·. Mr·. C- H Thayer,
Cutler
Angle
J. r. McAr»l!e, Mr*.
I
Kan-ν Booth—Mr». R N. Hall, Mr· I.
hvao», Mr·. George H»m, Mr#. H.G. Fletchei
Mr*. Fra k Claik. Mrs. HerUfrt 'Uton.
randy Bo«»th—Mr*. J. li. Llttleilet'L Mm
Horace' E.lwarK Mt«e Maud Douglas», Mn
M ri. E«lwartl Lunt, Miss Eth*
Charte·

Young,

Dean.
Mri
Apron Booth—λ re. Theo«!ore T-jayer,
Everett Farrar, Mr·. J. D. lUynes. Mr· Fran
Buck. Ml M Hattle Leach. Mrs. Janie·» Bumpui
Ice cream Kooth-Grace Tbayer, Mr*, w. 1
Morton. Grace A. Thaver. Mr·. George Frotl
logham. Mr· Charle· Sewell.
Japan.· e Kooth—Mr·. Wirt Stanley, Mr u■·
George Soper, Mr". Cora Howe. Mr·. E. P. Pa:
Un, Lizzie Murphy. .Via Thaver. Millie Kennej
Art B« oth—Mr·. Burbank, Carrie Hall, Mri
A. D. Paik.
Mu lc Comml'.te^Mr·. Wirt Stanley, Georji e
Soper. Mr». Herman Wilson.
Mr*. L 1
supper—Mr* K. L.
Carter, Mr». El U Doble, Mri. L. E. Monk, Mr
S. E. Tu ker, Mr·. S P. 9tearns. Mr». J. F. Kloi [,
Ml»* Hattte Burnell.
Kote ttlnmeolCommittee— A. D. Park, Mr
A. D. Park. Mr». Frank Plngree, Mr». Henna
WUion, Wirt Stanley.
_

j;

AT SOUTH

PARIS.

moved that the assessbe instructed to contract with the
Oxford Light Co. for the lighting of our
streets for three years at a cost not to
exceed $S00. A. H. Jackson seconded
this motion. The motion was lost as
unly two voted for it, while the remaining"lP> opposed it. After some discussion by S. P. Maxim and others, and
after one or two more proposals from
the company wherein only the length of
contract or the quantity of candle power
varied, W. J. Wheeler moved to contract for twenty-one arcs and two incandescents for one year at a price not
ors

Amid much enthusivoted down, the whole

exceeding $1,100.

asm

Prof. Carpenter, known to the public
during the past thirty years as the "King
of Mesmerists and Hypnotists," a title
gained by virtue of the merit of his entertainments. will commence a three
nights' engagement at the South Paris
Opera House, beginning this Monday
evening, Xov. 24th, and the announcement of his engagement ha.·, aroused an
unusual interest among lovers of good
refined fun of South Paris and vicinity.
The entertainment deserves every word
of praise that can be said of it. There
have been many so-called hypnotists and
mesmerists, but there was never another
Carpenter. His entertainment differs
from any other ever given iu any city or
town from those of a similar nature, insensa-

asmuch as he never resorts to any
tional methods, nor does he produce any
feature to offend the most refined taste.
The pleasure the entertainment affords all who attend is testified to by the
constant roars of laughter and rounds of
πι»

funuui

uiv ο*·^jν^

who volunteer is marvelous, and every-

desiring an opportunity
hearty laugh should not fail

one

to

enjoy

a

witness
these entertainments. Tickets at ParPortthe
what
liu's drug store. Read
land Express says about him: "The last
performances will be given at the Portland Theatre to-day, by the renowned
hypnotist. Prof. Carpenter, and all who
have not seen one of these marvelous entertainments and who enjoy an opportunity to indulge in the heartiest laughter should arrange to do so to-night.
The engagement has proved to be successful even beyond the expectation of
the management, and the entertainments
have all been of the most unique and
interesting kind. Last evening one of
the most enjoyable performanc es of the
week was given. The professor secured
nearly a dozen subjects and his experiments fairly convulsed the audience with
So enthusiastic
constant merriment.
was the audience at times that for several minutes the performance would have
to wait until the laughter and applause
to

subsided."

MAINE NEWS NOTES.

Oakland is the latest town
of small pox.

to

report

a

from the insane

hospital.

The contract to build the new Grand
Trunk station in Portland has been
awarded to John W. Burrowes of that
city, the building to be completed April
1st, 1903.

The coroner's jury charges Edward
Ballard with the murder of Edward Stanton, the aged lumberman, on the Eagle
Lake road, Oct. 11th. Ballard was held
for the grand jury without bail.

from the great woods
through Bangor are breaking the record
this year. Up to Monday of last week,
838 more deer and three more moose had
been sent through than at the same date

shipments

last year.

Peter Conroy of Worcester, Mass., a
at Monspinner, fell from a freight train
mouth Monday afternoon, and the train
passed over hie arm at the shoulder.
Conroy walked a mile to get help. He
was taken to Lewiston by special train.
His condition is critical.

Congregational Church, Rot.

RMeout, Paetor-

10:40

Preaching service

Β.

e.

Sunday,

m.; Sabbath .*>chool, 12.Ό0 m.; Men
Meeting at β Λ); Social Meeting, 7.15 p.

a.

Prayer
regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursdny
Y· P. S. C. Ε. Meeting Friday even-

M.;

The annual meeting of the East Oxford

paid was $740.
Judge Wilson

'econd

evinlng;

7 :30.
Universalis! Church, Rev. Caroline R. Angel),
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday, at 10 i'0
Γ.
a. m.; Sabbath School, 13 Μ.; Τ· P· C.
meeting, 7 K)0 p. M.
Methodist Church. Rev. B. r. Flckett, Pastor.
Preaching service, 10:30 a. M.; Sabbath School,
12.00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 p. m.;
Tuesday evening; class meetlr

g

Local Cnion of Chistian Endeavor Societies was held in the Congregational
church at South Paris last Tuesday,
with three sessions, forenoon, afternoon
and evening. There was a fairly good
attendance, and a well-filled and in- pnv<sr meeting,
Friday evening.
teresting programme. The meetings as ing,
Baptist Church. Rev. E. S. Cotton, Paetor.
a whole were profitable and helpful to Preaching service. 10 Λ0 a. m.: Sabbath School,
all who participated.
12.-00Μ. Prayer Meeting Sundav evening p.m.
_

An excellent dinner and supper were
served in the vestry, and such as remained over night were entertained by mem-

STATSD MEETINGS.
F. à A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
No. 18, in Masonic Hall. Friday Evening on or
before fud moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29. assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. 18.11,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge.
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows'
every Tueeday Evening.
Wlldey Encampment. No. 21, meets In Odd
fourth Friday Evenand
second
Ha
Fellows'
1,
Ιηκβ of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
meets on first ami third Friday of each
No.

bers of the local societies.
The meeting was called to order at a
few minutes after the hour set, by the
president, Mrs. T. S. Barnes of South
Paris, and a devotional service was conHalf,
ducted by Rev. Henry F. Burden of
Mechanic Falls, with Miss Susie M.
Wheeler at the organ.
58,
During a short business session which •nooth.
,.,
followed, routine matters were attended
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway 1.lock
to, records read and committees ap- every Thursdav Evening. U. R·, A. O. Noyes
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
pointed, and the roll-call of the societies month.
Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. 8., second
making up the Cnion was made, with and fourth Frldav
evenings of each month.
abstracts of the returns from the several
P. of H.—Norwav Grange neets »econ<l ao<!
Hall.
at
societies given by the secretary, Miss fourth Saturdays o'f each monthNo. Grange
54, meets In
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post,
Olive M. Stuart.
first
the
Tueeday
Evening
dall
on
Λ.
R.
G.
New
The fact that a large portion of the of each month.
W.R.C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Monsocieties reporting had no junior society,
evening.
according to the returns, was comment- day
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodee, No. 177, meets In
ed upon by the president, who urged the New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wedevenings of each month
importance of maintaining the junior as I n<"«dav
U U. A. M.—Norway and South Parts Council,
a feeder for the senior society.
No. 10. meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
An open parliament on practical plans evening.
I*. O. P. F.-E!m Tree Colony. So. 199. meetK
and methods followed. The first
»econd and fourth Wednesday evenings of earh
er was Rev. W. E. Brooks, D. D., on the
month.
No 24·.
topic. "For a campaign for new mem-l I*. O. G. C —Norway Commandery,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings oi
bers." Dr. Brooks also brought
e ich month
I
ward the importance of the junior body.
and urged work with the young as the
The many friends of W. Π. Gale, buyefficient means by which the membership
ing agent for the local shoe firm, were
of the Endeavor Society is to be mainpained to hear of his injury Saturday.
tained and increased. lie suggested
Returning to his Lynn home Saturday,
hour following the afternoon session of he drove to Mechanic Falls, where he
public school as a good time for meeting, I was thrown from his carriage and broke
and one with which he had elsewhere I his shoulder. His injury was attended
had practical experience and good suc-1
by a local physician. He continued his
cess.
and "took the nicht Pullman to
journey
The second topic was "For officers to I Boston. At last accounts he was imI
F.
Ε.
keep tliinee moving," by Rev.
proving.
Newport of Oxford. Mr. Newport openThe Junior Union supper aud entered by saying that that important officer, tainment at Concert Ilall Saturday were
the president, should not be chosen be- well attended and highly appreciated.
cause the society wanted to honor some- The
program was as follows:
body. but for ability and efficiency. The Piano «οίο,
Minnie Fro«t.
way in which the officers mav keep I Recitations, Bernlce Wnlkerand Marjorle Rutier.
Leah Wether'-ee.
«οίο
things moving may be summed up in Piano
Maud Mixer ami Sar*hTrue.
three words. Power. Plan, Push. Thev I Rpcl atlon*
su«le Walker and .lennie Mann.
Mnging
should have the power of the Christian Recitations. Mvtl-Mlllett, Beryl Vlllett, Rosamond Don him. Pa!->v Morse, Man' Al'en
Endeavor idea, and be impressed with I
The 1'lckanlnniea ...Rev. C. E. Angell.
the importance of the work; the power Reading,
Joel McAllister, of Norway. Albert
faith in Christ and
which comes

the church and other Hammond and James Ripley of North
confidence
in the municipal
means of Christian work: the power ac-1 Paris pleaded guilty
intoxication and
[juired through specialization and con- court to a charge of

centration of effort: and the power of
enthusiasm, which can hardly be lacking
!
if the rest is fulfilled.
Next, plan.
By anticipation:
wait till Saturday night to find out what
the topic is for the next meeting, but
study it up. By reading, especially of I
Christian Endeavor literature, because
you will get so many ideas from it. By
consultation. The officers should meet
frequently to consult how the work mav
be improved and extended.
Finally, push. Push the committees. I
not arbitrarily or harshly, but kindly.
Push the leaders. Speak a word of com-1
the
mendation to them. And push

don'tI

meeting.

Henry F. Burden spoke on the
topic, "To get committees to work,"
which he said is the hardest problem lie
has met. He referred to Paul's
tion of the members as having not the
same office, but constituting one bodv.
and compared this with the Christian
Endeavor Society. The first thing necessary to get committees to work is life.
A dead society can not make its committees work. There must also be a
motive power behind the worker; choose
on committees those who have that.
Make each member of each committee
feel a sense of individual responsibility
Have
for the success of the society.
your committees meet frequently for
consultation. Keep before the
tees the larger thought of the wide extent of the work of Christ in the world.
Rev.

I

descrip-1

I

commit-1

Make the member strong and vigorous
by setting it to set others to work.

Rev. H. H. Bishop of Paris Hill spoke
the topic, "To make prayer meetings
more helpful," which, he said, was just
There are
what he wanted to learn.
several ways of stimulating interest. A
department of hints and questions may
A leaderless meeting
do some good.
helps occasionally, by increasing the
sense of individual responsibility. Other
methods are referred to in the Christian
Endeavor World. But our present need
is not more plans, methods, schemes.
We need earnestness. If you have six
earnest people, you can have a better
prayer meeting than with six hundred
who are indifferent. Let us have more
downright Christian living and Christian
zeal, and we can be sure of helpful

on

prayer meetings.
The afternoon service was opened
with a praise and devotional service, led
by Rev. F. E. Newport of Oxford. An
address was then given by Rev. Π. S.
Pinkham of South Paris, on the topic,
"How to Increase the Missionary Spirit
He advised all
in Our Young People."
possible spread of knowledge regarding
the missionary work that is being done.
Then, give for the support of the work.
Give, even if the money comes out of
your pocket hard, and you will find your
interest in the work increasing. Finally,
pray, and as you pray for your lost
brother you will find your love for him
and your interest in his spiritual welfare
increasing. Mr. Pinkham's closing was
an eloquent appeal for the support of
the missionary cause.
The second address of the afternoon
was by Rev. B. S. Rideout of Norway,
on "Our Pledge." The Christian Endeavor pledge is the most important
thing about the organization. Without
pledgee or covenants of some kind, no
organization and no government is possible. He referred for illustration to the
covenant of God with Israel, the pledges
of Daniel and others in Bible history,
the covenant of church membership, and
marriage vows. The act of subscribing
to this pledge should be made a more
serious act than it frequently is, even
perhaps to the extent of requiring tho
new member to assent to it clause by
The several clauses of the
clause.
pledge were discussed one by one, and
the advantages derived from it, in cultivating Christian character, were well set
forth,
A round table occupied eome threequarters of an hour following this address. It was conducted by the president, Mrs. Barnes, and a variety of prac-

tical topics

were

briefly discussed.
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is bound to win it, and why not
QUALITY SHOES have offered

woman

QUEEN

$5000 IN GOLD !

§

To the Hundred Women Wearers of these shoes who will give the
best reasons why Queen Quality Shoes are superior to other shoes.

J. F. Plummer,

We have

Square,

South Paiis, Maine.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

on our

They

for cold weather.

are

exceptionally good

so many Horse Blankets
I
sell the best value for
each year is because
the money.

The

reason

why

I sell
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Finest 10 cent Pictures
In Oxford County.
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and finest assortment of
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Me
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17 Market

Newell

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

GEORGE M. AT WOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County·

WANTED.

FOB

Potatoes, apples, batter and eggs In large
quantities. Hay by the carload lota.

nail
Address

W. E. BARNES,

17 Morton

llnov6m

I

e.

n.

Four

men

to

chop cord wood

J Tillage. Winter's work.

Γ""*·

130(
twc

haskell.
South Parts.

WANTED
near

South

and
Blelgh'

J. T.

Kingleeide

good eight-year-old horse, weighs
pounds, sound and a good worker. Also
cows and two 2-year-old heifers.
A

01

PLUMMER,

South Paris.

Parii

SOUTH PARIS LUMBER CO.

I

Farm.

Two yearling bulls fnr sale, or will be lease·
to the right parties. Also several heifers In call

In

The career of Robert Bonner,
the veteran publisher, furnishes
α

of

signal illustration of the value
persistent ami sagacious adhe began

the

did

not

vertising.

When

fame and

fortune,

publication of the paper whose
phénoménal success brought him
people

wait for the

he

to flud out.

slowly and gradually, the interesting features of his Journal.
He forced his enterprise upon public attention by α sysof
extematic lavlshnesa
for
advertising
penditure
which at that time was
without

precedent

Whole

lel.

newspapers

high prices
the merits
ing.

or

paral-

pases of dally
secured at
to blazon forth
of his undertakwere

From one end of the country to
the other the names of Bonner

and his Ledger were made familiar to the people by constant

repetition.

Conservative publishers, Jogging along In the ruts of old
routine, prophesied bankruptcy

and ruin for this unconventional
Innovator, but Bonner kept on
spending a large share of his rein buying publicity, aud

and pessimists in this particular
branch of business silenced by
his tremendous success.
The lesson is one that is as well
worth heeding today as It was

Tenement to let to a famllv without children
Will give the man steady work on farm, υ
would hire a single man. Reference
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Agricultural NEWSpaper,

Κ very depaitmcnt written by speclalUts, the
highest authorities In their respective line*
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SUCCESS
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exceptional opportunity
than
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Have You Seen the Heavy Street
Blanket I am selling at $1.50?
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Real

value.

over.

Marltot

OS

and Mittens

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

N.

center counter, a line of

Call and look them

Bargains.

SEND US
Hobbs' Variety Store, A
COW,

...........

furnisher;

clothier &

Styles of Men's Gloves

12 Different

We have heavy team and woods
horses on hand for sale at all times.
Four pairs oi heavy horses acclimated.
"W. J. WHEELER.
Ε. M. THAYER.
South Paris, Me., Oct. 2t5.

Popular

81000 !
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Full particulars and Competition Blank furnished to each purchaser. Fast color eyelets used in all Queen Quality Shoes.
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F. Stearns of Lovell and
at Dr. H.
L. Bartlett's and A. J. Stearns' during
NORWAY, ME.
Steer, Bull or Horse
the week.
The rural free delivery messengers
hide, Calf skin, Dog
will enjoy a holiday Thanksgiving as no
skin, or any other kind
STATE OF MAINE.
mail will be delivered.
of hide or skin, and let
OF
OXFORD.
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L. I. Gilbert has been confined to his
us tan it with the hair
Treasurer's office,
County
home fora week or ten days with tonsiSoutb Paris, Maine, Nov. 20, 1902.
on, soft, light, odorless
litis. He is improving.
The following Urt containing the aggregate
and moth-proof, for robe,
Thanksgiving ball at Norway Opera amount of costs allowed In caeh criminal case as
under the audited anil allowed at the October adjourned rug, coat or gloves.
House Thursday evening,
term 1 902, of the Court of County Commissioners
Ev.t fir«t get our Cntilosrtie,
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Murphy

vs.

Gebagan
In South Paris, Nov. IS, Mrs. Emellne Shaw
Needham, aged M years.
BEFORE NORWAT MUNICIPAL COUKT,
In Paris. Nov. 22. Mrs. Mary J., wife of LoH. C. DAVIS, JUDOE.
renzo D. Dean, aged 61 vears.
19 09
In Greenwood. Nov. 17, Mary M., widow of State vs. Wood antl Smith
Bell
f 22 68
74
vears.
Capt John Rrarkctt, aged
24
83
Washburn
In Denmark, Nov. 1», ired Wood.
19 33
Btxbys,.
In Ea*t Denmark, ?»ov. 11, Daniel F. Evans,
92
20
tèr
Carper
aged 71 years, » month*.
17 52
Judklns,
In LewMon, Nov. 13. A. Burnslde Long of
88
13
Truman
Sorwav, aged 41 years, 6 months and 2S dajs.
1 74
Bell
In Harbor. Nov. 16, Catherine Amanda Evans,
aged 66 years. 6 months, 24 day*.
BEFORE MERRITT PARSONS, TRIAL JUSTICE,
In Hrewer, Nov. 7. Mrs. Altba, wife of W y man
Bl'CKFIELD.
Phillips, formerly of Kethel.
ί 8 40 I
State vs. Brown,
W ing
17 10

Warranted,

fines and costs as a result.
The selectmen gave a hearing in the
matter of the Auburn. Mechanic Falls
»nd Norway electric railroad Saturday.
It involved the approval of the route.
The highway to be used is Main Street
from Oxford line to Paris Street.
Rev. E. S. Cotton of the Baptist church
went to Turner the first of the week
where he will assist in special meetings.
Mercy Millett will enjoy her vacation
with Rev. and Mrs. J. À. Harding at
Warner, Ν. H.
Supt. Ε. N. Swett was presented with
\ beautiful teacher's Bible by the members of Mrs. P. H. Never»' class, Sunday.
Arthur S. Hall will open a dancing
school at Ryerson Hall this week. The
usual course of assemblies will follow
the school.
Mrs. Sarah P. Harmon will spend part
>f the winter months with Mrs. W. W.

15 *8
2S90
30 10
4 50
12 50
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15 35
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Richard· et al
Fields et als
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Reagan
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ArtRlED.
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giving

JUDICIAL COUKT,
TRAVERSE JUKY, ETC.

Llttlehale

vs.

East Peru, Nov. 17, to the wife of L. E.
Irish, a son.

In Waterford, Nov. 18, by Rev. T. 8. Perrv,
Mr. Walter L. Whitman of Otlsfleld and Miss
Roxsna L. Mersey of Waterford.
In Kaat Conway, Ν Η., Nov. 1», at the home of
the bride, bv Rev. Raman N. Stone, Mr. Ernest
I.lvtneston Webster and Mis* Agnes Helen
Nevers, both of East Conway, Ν. H.

Also SPICES f°r Thanksgiving Cooking—pure, fresh and of full
Thanksstrength. Try them and see what a good flavor they give to your
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The voters of Dover and Foxcroft afternoon session closed
have decided to purchase the local plant hour.
service
which
The praise
opened the
of the Maine Water Co. at the appraisal
session was led by Rev. F. E.
of ?135,659.31 recently made by a special evening
CARD OF THANKS.
commission. Although Col. J. B. Peaks Newport.
The following officers were chosen:
We wish to extend our heartfelt made a long speech in opposition to the
rreeWent—Rev. Frederick Newport, Oxford.
thanks to each and all who came to us motion to purchase, it was carried by a
Vtce-PreeM'înt—Rev. H. H. Bishop. Parle.
Not one vote of 115 to 3.
in our time of deep attiiction.
Secretary—Mr·. Kate Starblnl, Ox for I.
kind word or act will ever be forgotten.
Treasurer—Mrs.8. L.Hawley, Mechanic Fall!».
Elizaof
Cape
Charles Edwin Jordan
To those who furnished her with tiowere
The banner given for the largest
killed Monday afterbeth was
during her sickness and death we are noon. Mr.instantly
was driving along in amount per member contributed to misJordan
sorrows
such
When
very grateful.
sions for the year, was awarded to the
a farm cart when the horse started sudever.
come to you, as must sooner or later
him over backwards and South Paris Congregational society.
come to us all. may you find as kind denly throwing
The address of the evening was by
was a
Mr.
Jordan
neck.
his
have
breaking
DISASTROUS WRECKS.
hearts and willing hands as you
He Rev. Charles N. Gleason of Bethel, on
prosperous Cape Elizabeth farmer.
extended to us.
is responsible for many a
Carelessness
a
It
was
very
the
subject, "Snap."
was 72 years of age.
Mb. and Mrs. Ε. N. Andebson,
causes are
practical talk, inciting to greater activity railway wreck and theofsame
Harold C. Anderson,
sufferers from
wrecks
the
human
in
fraudulent
in
work.
Christian
of
and
making
voting
Charges
energy
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Needham,
Throat and Lung troubles. But since
recent Republican caucus in Ward Three,
Clara Mat Needham.
WILL INVESTIGATE.
the advent of Dr. King's New Discovery
Portland, have been made, and Carl P.
A remarkable case cones to light at for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
Anderson, a Swede, has been found
A skunk held up a wedding part; guilty and sentenced to thirty days in Elizabeth, W. Va. An old man there by even the worst cases can be cured and
forty minutes on the way to the train in jail. The matter is being fully investi- the name of G. W. Roberts had long hopeless resignation is no longer necesa suburb of Skowhegan the other night.
Every- sary. Mrs. Lois Cragg of Dorchester
gated, and further trouble for somebody suffered with incurable cancer. until
he Mass., is one of many whose life wat
The bride wore a traveling suit of seal is said to be in prospect.
body believed his case hopeless
brown trimmed with head fur and she
used Electric Bitters and applied Buck- saved by Dr. King'e New Discovery
Salve. The treatment This great remedy is guaranteed for al
Arnica
couldn't very well afford to disturb the
Joseph Rowley, aged 56, was horribly
len's
face and
skunk. After the moon came up and burned about the abdomen,
cured him completely. Now everybody Throat and Lung diseases by F. A. Shurt
child
old
badly who knows of it is investigating Electric leff «& Co., South Paris; Noyes Druj
the groom untwisted himself from th< arms, and his lS-months
an exBitters. It exerts a mighty power to Store, Norway. Price 50c. and $1.00
rapturous protection of his "ownty burned at Rockland Thursday by
whc
î
1
was
oil
it
an
Rowley,
that
of
lamp.
biliousness, Kidney and Livei Trial bottles free.
townty," they discovered
plosion
expel
woman's fur boa that had fallen out of ί 1 was taken to a hospital was not expected troubles and it's a wonderful tonic foi
1 to lue.
The child was not seriously run down
DOESN'T RESPECT OLD AGE.
wagon and disported itself skunk-lik<
systems. Don't fail to try it.
burned. He came from his chambei Only 50 cts. Satisfaction guaranteed by
in the middle of tue rofcd.
It's shameful when youth fails t<
with the child on one arm and holding F. A. Shurtleff A Co., South Parie show
bu t
proper respect for old age,
the lamp on a tabW
a
Placing
)
Store,
have
we
lamp.
Norway.
in the case of Dr
Drug
Noyea
pleasun
the
In reply to inquiries
contrary
just
the
with
himself in a chair
in announcing that Ely's Liquid Crean and seating
King'· New Life Pills. They cut of
he blew out the flame. There wai
A RUNAWAY BICYCLE,
maladies no matter how severe and irre
Balm is like the solid preparation ο [ child
scattered
was
oil
the
and
that admirable remedy in that it cleans» an explosion
with an ugly cut on the lej epective of old age. Dyspepsia, Jaun
Terminated
both
to
fire
room
setting
to thi
and heals membranes affected by naaa I about the
of J. B. Orner, Franklin Grove, 111. Il dice, Fever, Constipation all yield
ran from the house and dropping
25c. at F. A. Shurtleff i
catarrh. There is no drying or sneezing Rowley
a stubborn ulcer unyielding
pill.
perfect
street
the
ran
developed
the
into
up
child
yard
Store
The Liquid Cream Balm is adapted t > the
A lady to doctors and remedies for four years Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug
his clothing and hair blazing.
in
use by patients who have trouble in
Arnica Salve cured. It'i ι Norway.
ThenBucklen's
sue
another
and
him
about
a
r threw
rug
for Burns, Scalds, Skii
haling through the nose and prefe
ceeded in extinguishing the flames witl just as good
Samuel W. Howard of West Peru ha
spraying. The price, including sprayiniο Ir a bucket of water, but not until he hat 1 Eruptions and Piles. 25c. at F. A. Shurt
been
tube is 75 cents. Sold by druggists
granted an increase of pension t
South
A
leff
;
I
Druj
Paris; Noyes
Co.'s,
He was crazec
been horribly burned.
917.00 per month.
mai led by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street

with pain.
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IS 76
4 26
17 16
4 86
4 74
12 16
Î4 40
77*4
18 94
510
10 08
5 10
10 50
24 75
38 32
23 74
19 68
174
11 70
6 64
9 98
2 70
44 88
59 53
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Field,
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State
daughter.
In West Paris, Nov. IS, to the wife of Wm. H.
Emery, a son.
In Hebron, Nov. 17, to the wife of Alton Illbbs,

p.iid

Mrs.

I
I

Twaddle
Farrar
Cook and

In South Paris, Nov. 21, to the wife of Hlr&m
E. Thurlow, a son.
In Brvant's Pond, Nov. 13, to the wife of
James Farnum, Jr., a daughter.
In Bethel, Nov. 15, to the wife of F. E.

M

$ 1116

Carpenter,

ν».

BORN.

Duga*.

I
I Twombly.

I

8tate

OUNCE.

CENTS AN

FIVE

SUPREME JUDICIAL COCRT,
GRAND JUKI.

BEFORE

In Rumfonl Falls, Nov. 14, to the wife of G.
Bateau, a son.
In Rumford Falls, Nov. 14, to the wife of Gilbert

the)

through

that science has been able to cure In all Its
stage·, and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Care Is the only positive care known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional
disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system, thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature
In doing Its work. The proprietors nave so
much faith In Its cnrative power* that thev offer
One Hundred dollars for any case that It falls to
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address, F. J. Chenet A Co., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75 centa per bottle.
Hall's Tauclly Pills are the best.

Hanscome, a son.
In Bethel, to the wife of Norman Dudley,

for-J

had.

especially

son.

speak-1

in

SAP.F FOR THANKSGIVING I

nouncement

CHURCHKS.

PROFITABLE CHRIS-

TIAN ENDEAVOR MEETING

UP

If a night of inky darkness could have
any influence to induce a sentiment for
street lights at any cost, certainly the
Oxford Light Company had reason to
feel satisfied with the condition of the
evening of last Tuesday when the South
Paris village corporation held its adjourned meeting to consider the question
of arrangement for future lighting of its
streets. Lively discussion of the question for the past three months has kept
alive a keen interest in the question with
the result that about two hundred voters
met at Engine House Hall to vote upon
the question of '"Light vs. Darkness."
Hon. James S. Wright, who was the
moderator, was kept at home by illness,
and Alton C. Wheeler was unanimously
elected to act in that capacity.
Mr. Young of the Oxford Light Company was present and submitted several
propositions for the company. The first
one was similar to the one presented at
the previous session three months ago,
except that it provided for a different
distribution of the lights and offered
only four arcs with forty-five 25-candle
The total cost
power incandescents.
would be $760 per year. The old price

Game

AND

CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF A
STATE or MAI3ÎE.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
is interested in the anCotnrrr of Oxford.
that Harry T., once a wellCOCTiTT TREASURER'S OFFICE,
known trotting stallion at Washington
South Parte, Maine, So*· 20,1902.
fairs, is now in the stables of the Czar The following list containing the »«reg*te
at St. Petersburg. He was sold to Bos- amount of coett allowed In each criminal caee a·
ton parties and from that city went to audited and allowed at the Ociol>er term
the Supreme Judicial Court ior eaM
Russia with a dozen others purchased by 1902, ofof Oxford
and specifying the court or
County
for us, and is the best we have ever
This sage was raised
a private agent of the Czar.
magistrate that allowed the tame and before
whom the caae originated le published in acit.
cordance with the provision· of Sec. 19 of Chap. It is the pure leaf—no stems or sticks mixed in with
$100 REWARD $100.
136 of the Revl.ed
The reader* of this pap*r will be plcecd to 116 and of Sec. 12 of Chap.
:
Maine
of
State
Statutes
of
the
learn that there I* at least one dreaded disease

Cberryfield

NORWAY.

LOCAL UNION.

LIGHTING

MUNICIPAL

PLANT.

;ijlJ»iiius>r.

INTERESTING

RUSH.—

PARIS SCHOOLS.
Governor Ilill has been summoned to
Assignment of teachers for winter Eliot by the serious illness of hie father.
term of rural schools:
Charles Howe, an esteemed citizen of
WeMior—Jessie Curtis.
Xewtield, shot himself at his home TuesBlscoe—Inez Swift.
Porter— Retta Berrr.
day. He had recently returned home

served.

of

VOTES

WITH

CHOSEN

OF

MATTER

case

The date for the Magnolia Minstrels
lias been changed to Friday, Dec. ^»th.
The end men will be same as last year—
< re Tire Soper and Howard Shaw tarnbos,
Fred Hall and Ralph Penfold bones.
There
Albert D. Park interlocutor.
will be a cake walk, stump speech and
various other specialties, and the little
pickaninnies will not be by any means
the lea-t attractive feature of the show.
Rehearsing has already been going on
for some time, and everything is sure to
Tickets will go
go in first-class shape.
Saton >ale at Parlin's drug store, next
All seats reurday. Nov. 29, at 9 a. m.

Secretary —Mi «a Sara

PROPOSITIONS

EAST OXFORD

LIGHTS

this was
house against W. J. Wheeler, who manthe underpinning of the Universalist fully stood by his own motion.
church, have been purchased and de·
At this point W. L. Gray moved to
ivered on the lot. beside the foundation adjourn. But the motion was defeated
w.ili, now completed. The underpinning by a unanimous vote.
will not be laid until spring.
Then X. Dayton Bolster moved that
a committee be appointed to investigate
The union Thanksgiving service will
the matter to the
be held this year at the Methodist the situation, present
and look into the matter of a
church. Thursday evening at 7:30. The legislature,
municipal light plant to be established
pastors of the four churches will parthe corporation or within its limits.
ticîpa'e in the service. The sermon will by
He nominated for that committee:
be by Rev. Dr. Brooks. All are invited.
.lame» S. Wrlghl.
J. Ha«tlces Ri/an.
The so. iable of the senior class of
C. Wheeler.
New
Hall
Paris High School at
Friday Alton
Mlae P. Maxim.
About
evening had a large attendance.
Clayton K. Brooke.
Lean>ler S. Billing*.
•wenty dollars was taken at the door,
\vliber L. i arr&r.
and the grand march was a case of a
The motion was seconded on condition
packed circle which was barely able to
Mr. Bolster's name be added, and this
move.
list of names with the addition of X. D.
hand
John Blair has bonght the
Bolster's name was unanimously elected
laundry machinery owned by Clyde as a committee with above powers.
Kctne. and expects to go info business
The meeting then adjourned, and as
This
somewhere with it in the spring.
the voters lighted their kerosene landisioes not mean that Mr. Keene i> to
terns in the darkness of the hall below
continue hi> laundry, as it is only the for the
journey homeward, the vilthat
use
not
does
machinery which he
lage wag epitomized the sentiment of
he has sold.
the meeting by remarking. "Me and the
J., wife of Lorenzo D. Dean, old lantern can stand it a while yet."
Mrs.

An·; sa!·!. Hunting h'« c'lm,
l my intern, by thunder"*

"It"*

f

>\· a man said, "1 wonder,
;<.· .vga'.nst -trvet .1 g tits PI! Mun
»ltJ vlia.
U·
But i··

STREET

MEETING

COMMITTEE

spend

Miss Ruth Tucker left Monday morning for a visit to friends in Boston.

MORE

CORPORATION
ALL

There will be no mail delivery on the
rural routes on Thanksgiving Day.

«

Commencing Se)*. 2S, ISM,

T1WW»

returned

Miss Eunice Fobes is at home to
with her people.

RAILWAY.

ΧΚ

has

Thanksgiving

w ρ. *.

«

Titcomb

home to Rumford Falls.

*OVTH PARIS ΡΟβΤ ΟΓΠΛ.
0«ce Hour» S*»to ΤΛ> a. m; StfO

NO

No other paper pretends to compare with U
iiualltlcatluns of e-lltorla! staff.
(.«Ives the agricultural SEWS with a degree

of completness not

even

attempted by

ΙΜιΙΜΊΛΛνΙΙΙ,Κ

others.

TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO WISH TO

KEEP

IP WITH TIIE TIMES.

Single Subscription, |1.SU|
Two kuosrrlpllons, |9.SO|
Five Subscriptions, |β·βΟ.
SPECIAL
ERS

I * I»ITEM EN TS t· RAISOP LAKUEK CLI B8.

Four Months' Trial

50 Cents.

Trip

SPECIMEN COPIES
It will pay anywill be mailed free on request.
body Interested In auy way In country life to
«end for them. Address the publisher* :
EITHER

Tl'CKER

*

βΟΝ,

Albany, SI. X.
•^Subscriptions taken at this office.
Both paper:» together, $2.30.

Bankrupt

ô Petition
In the matter of
EDWIN BROWN,

for
1

}

Bankrupt. )

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hum. Clarkscx Η ai.k, Judge of the District Court of the United Sûtes for the District
of Maine:
BROWN of Bumfonl, Id the
!i Count? of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In
said
District, respectfully represents
that on the ttth day of June, last past, be
was duly adjudged bankrupt, under ine Acta
of Congress relating to Bankruptcy ; that he baa
duly surrendered all his property and rigbta of
property and has fully compiled with all
the requirements of said Acts and of the order*
of Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debt* provable ajtaln*t his estate, under said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated tAls iStti day of Oct.. A. D. 1904.

EU)WIN

RDWIN BROWN.

Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District op Makk, ae.
On this 1st day of Nov., A. D. 1904, on
reading the foregoing petition, It la—
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the 41st «lay of Nov., A. D.
IW4, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In aald District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at '.he said time and
and show cause, U an/ they bare, why
said petitioner should sot be
te prayer of
granted.
And it la further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to aU known creditors coptes of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tnelr places of real den oe aa
stated.
Ytltueas the Hon. Clakknck Halk, Judge
of the said Coart, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, In said District, on the 1st day of Mot.,

Blace,

A. D. 1904.

[L.S.]

A true

A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
copy of petition and order thereon.
Atteat: A. H. DAVIS, Cluk.

my
My wife, Mildred Q. Smith, having left
board, all persons are hereby warne<l
LOST.
against harboring or trusting heron my account,
Between South Paris and Bryant** Pond,
a* I «hall pay no bills of her contracting after
suit ease containing suit of gray clothe* and
this date.
overcoat, finder will be rewarded by leaving
Grafton. Maine, Nov. 6, 19M.
aarae at thin office, or E. Billing*', Bryant Pond.
CLIFTON K. SMITH.
bed and

iiKeffS

Ivers & M Pianos.

The Conservatory Expands.
The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminecce among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 18-V5 by I)r.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A- Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has
expanded, there have
gradually been acqui-ed 268 Ivers A
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for :»1
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of :ί99.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would lie hardly possible
than 3) years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
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352.—Riddle.
.."Λ/ν^
you search and search

Ko.

yon

Buy

Sometimes
And cannot find me;
Sometimes from tup of highest church
To lowliest grasses
The traveler sees ine everywhere
His footstep passes.
You see me on this paper white

/υ© fi»ii

a

Without your glasses;
yOUab°ut
the I'm white. I'm

^H&mrIDLER

always read;

know

A han<1«'>melv :iln»»ra'e.t wreklv. largest circulation of any KiwHttl journal. Terme. $3 a
ur months, $L SoW byall newsdealer*.
year:

chance.

MRS.

& Co.36'8™-—' New York
MUNN
Branch Office. Ώ5 F St„ Washington, I). C.

CORAS.

SOL'TH

Ρ

BRIGGS,
smaller?

Νρτη

FollTI. \\l> D1YIMIM*.
roRTI A^u \\n boktox ι.ιλκ.

Interior

Λ

nl

KrvirK

Steamers leave t'rankltn Wharf. Portland, an<l
Imita Wharf, Boston, (tally, except Sun·lay, at
7 λ*· P. M.
Through ticket- t--ue<l an t bamcige rhe.kcl
for New York. I'Mla'UlphIa un>t Washington
via all rati ami "»>un<l line-.
Freight rate;» always as low a* other lines.
All freight via this Une insure·! against Ùrc
an·! marine risk.
J. K. LiscuMU, Agent, franklin W harf,

1

;

have

also

We

Rakes,

Machines,

bargains.
always on

good

A

hand.

W.

Special

Hand

etc., at gootl
line of repairs

West Sumner,

M

ilne

work

Prescription

All examinations
of charge.

ON

—

Wool

j

a

free

XPKCI.Vl.IST.

Many «-hildrm who are troubled
with uiiiiK'-itiua, κ tin· tttomarh,
kjrijutik' i»aiua abort? the navel,
eouvuls;<>i»8 an<l Miuilar
totuaof \vurrii!»,arv many tun**
treated f»>r oiin-r disea**·». Tl*e
iW il ii
Hi it
m
tlh'intH Trut·'* Pitt Worm
Klitir. It ω the beet muily uitheworl 1ί«τ«οπιΐλ
It i* uu'MUal'eti ana Ionic
a:nl reetorative «·ί vital
♦•turuy· For 60 year· tlie
staiKiard homvholtl rvm·
hly for t'luldreiL Λ m >■
λ

m*.
) th*lut·'u! > Ifh.irnilt
η '-·

Hire\t to

tin-irdmjutrisf
Solil l»y all «lrujfKiat-s 3&c. Send ior booklet.
OR. J. F. TRUE & CO.,
Auburn, Me.
tenus.

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
MAINE,

PIN WORM

ELIXIR
WILL CURE IT

CHARLES S. LEWIS
will

reitume

teaching on the

GUITAR
AND
BANJO, MANDOLIN
at AXDRKWS HOUSE, South 1'arle,

GATA Γι il r!
all its

TRUES

Sts.,

NasaJ

I

specialty.
absolutely

00

I Something wrong

patterns and clear

NORWAY,

TUESDAY of each week

commencing Feb. lsth

Permanent a<lilress, 36 Jam»

St., Auburn.

:nt

me»

t·

^
L'j's Cream S^'.n

Cleaifea.sootL· -and jt :1a
the diseased scc'br '.·!β.
s
Itcuresct-tirrha: J·
way a cold in tLo iwad

Cre.'uii Ea1·!» '.i placed !uto the nostrils, spreads
the mem\>rnue and is absorbed. Keliefia Immediate and a C'in> follows. It id sot drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, SO cents at Ure^or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

over

giits
JoiLY BROTHERS, M Warren Stmt, New York.

SALESMEN WANTED SmI'S

Salary oi
Id Oxford and adjacent counties.
commission. Address
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio

Satsume Interior Enamels
better than

paint.

easy, make a smooth surface. and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, instil· woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens ar.«' furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
absorbent ami can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
Don't pay fancy prices when
furnish you "Satsuma Interior

Mme

price

as or

Unary paint.

your dealer will
kuauiels" at the

FRKK Color card and our 'tooklet, "How| to
Refurnish the Home Without Buying Sew Fur.
nliure."

Made

by

Heath &

Milligan M'f'g

Co.,

Chicago.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Muralo, Ac.,
Varnish,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM dt SON,

mctu rAaim

1,
y.
t
n,

8.

:iS7.—Xniuerleiil Eniicnui.
a

fairy

No. .15^.—Some Tetm.

A faithful tea—trusty.]
1. A reliable tea. 2. A lively tea. 3.
A dry tea. 4. A damp tea. 5. A rich
tea. (J. A strong tea. 7. A poor tea
8. A shy tea. D. A weak tea.

[Example:

Trifle· Light

an

Air.

It's the rnau with ail elastic eon·
science that Is always stretching his
tale.
The tree of knowledge gives up none
of its fruit except to those who climb.
An

pocket

empty

Is

not

always

caused by an open hand.
A burning desire often causes a sure
enough roast.—New York Herald.
Continu On.

"Well, my dear, are you coming on
nicely with your musicV"
Last month
"Oh. yes, mamma!
when I played four hand pieces with
my music teacher I was always a
1 am alcouple of bars behind. Now
"
ways at least three ahead
Key

to

the

Puzzler.

No. 342.—Enigma: Flashes.
Acrostic:
No.
343.
Geographical
Massachu1.
Primais—Manchester.
2. Amsterdam. 3 Nevada. 4.
setts.
7. Sand
Cuba. 5. Hebrides. 0 Elba
10. Uug
D. Exeter.
wich. 8. Tagus
—

by.

No 344.—Riddles: I
Endless.

Uorseman.

11

No. 345.—('hanged Words: 1 Book,
rook. rood. road. read. 2. Weed. reed,
rode, rose.
2. Mer·
No. 34*5. -Zigzag: 1. Pa I in.
Mly. 3. Yankee. 4. Ethuie 5. Coin.
I».
8. Emery.
7. Tackle.
6. Next.
Yarn. 10. Nag.
No. 347.—Picture Puzzle: Bucket
No. 348.—The Letter C: C rock, c-row.
c-rank. c-over. c-ope.
cram,
c-rag.

mauje.

One of the most

OK

YOUR COSTUMES.

important

secrets of

"Painkitter

for rheumatism,

remedy
neuralgia, sciatica and lumbago.
Beware of imitations, the genuine is
Is the best

tention.
There is no doubt that the best way of
hanging up outer garments, etc., is to
by
suspend them from the shoulders the
There are yokes in
means of yokes.
cannot
ladies
readily
market, but some
obtain them, and others cannot atTord to
such as
interest
It
them.
may
purchase
these to know that a fair substitute may
be made at home from vory ordinary
material. A piece of willow or birch
bent into a curve will serve the purpose.
A cord should be tied round the middle
of the hoop or stick by which to hang it
Of course, the farther a
on a hook.
hook projects from the wall the better.
The loops,
however, should not be
omitted in the making of a garment oven
if yokes are to be used; they will be
serviceable in traveling or visiting where
one is not sure of tinding yokes, and it is
not convenient to carry them.
Skirts must hang turned inside out,
and wool bodices, too, but those of other
marerials, when aired after taking ofT
should have their sleeves stuffed with
tissue paper and be laid on shelves.
Every now and then it is a good plan to
rip the shields out of one's dress waists
and wash then» in warm soap and water
and dry them in the sun. Occasionally,
too, it is a nice idea, with clear, warm
water and ammonia, to lightly brush
over the lining of bodices that are very
much in use. Then lay the waists opeu
in the sunshine to dry. Many women
never hang a gown up until it has been
brushed, for, as they wisely argue, the
dust accumulated on the surface of any
material sifts in from long waiting and
is hard to remove. These same ladies at
intervals, with ammonia and water and
an old toothbrush, go over the inside of
their stays and even of their shoes.
They never use a shoe bag, since in the
pockets dust collects and the shoes lose
their shape thrust in so small a space.
Instead they brush free of dust every
pair of shoes that is taken otT, slip t hem
over trees and set in rows along a closet
shelf, in front of which a curtain is
hung. Yertivert or orris root are the
perfumes a sensible woman uses in her
clothing. The vertivert can be bought
in bales or mats at almost auy good
druggist's. The mats are for lining
closet shelves and drawers, the bales
should swing by long strings from closet
hooks. A good clothes brush is always
best for woolen, but a linen cloth should
be used to wipe oil a silk gown. Me—

ν

αιι

»

.na^a/.mu,

TFACHING CHILDREN TO OBEY.
One of the earliest lessons a child has
When once a
to learn is obedience.
child is taught to obey, all other good
habits come comparatively easily, but it
should also be taught to obey with the
conscience, so that the instinct of
obedience prevails even when one's back
is turned; that is to say, the habit of
obedience must not be acquired by fear,
or as an irksome duty, but must gain its
strength from the child's sense of honor
and respect, and must be encouraged as
a source of pleasure and wholesome
pride until it becomes a part of the
character.
A little incident from my own experience will perhaps serve to make this
point clear. My own little girl, 1 believe,
owes her life to the instinct of implicit
and prompt obedience. We were gathering flowers one day in one of the Swiss
valleys; she was some six yards ahead
of me when I heard an ominous sound
far above us: a large boulder, dislodged
after several days' heavy rain, was
bounding down the mountain side; the
child, intent on lier flowers, took no
heed, but from where I stood, I could see
its direction was towards the spot where
I shouted to her
she was standing.
"Come back
directly! Run." Accustomed to implicit obedience, she immediately started off as fast as her little
legs would carry her, and before she got
to my side the huge stone had pitched
on the very spot where she had been,
and bounded across the narrow pathway
into the river below.
Whatever a child is told to do must be
reasonable. It must be allowed to gain
confidence in the unerring judgment,
and above all in the sense of justice, of
those whom it has to obey. Firmness
must have the moral backing of fairness
The parent, teacher, or
and reason.
nurse, who in a moment of irritation, or
thoughtlessness, tells a child to do this,
or not to do that, without good reason,
is very often unconsciously cultivating a
spirit of perverseness. Don't waste your
do's and dout's; like everything else
which becomes too common, they also
will lose their value. Having once commanded or forbidden with discretion, see
that you are obeyed.
Next to the spirit of obedience, it is
most important that that of contentment
should be instilled into the infantile
mind. There is nothing more disagreeable in a child than the habit of constantly wanting something and whining
for it. "Mother, mayn't I do so and
so?" "Can't I have this or that?" are
exclamations too often heard. A child
should be taught to be contented from
the time it is able to sit up in its cradle
and play with a toy, or even with its
and this sort of
own little pink toes;
contentment is more often than not accompanied by a wholesome spirit of independence. Not only can a child easily
be accustomed to keep itself occupied,
but by thus cultivating a happy disposition in early childhood, we are laying
the foundation of a life of contentment,
and probably of unselfishness.—McCall's

Magazine.

ORANGES
ORANGE JELLY.

Soak one-half box of gelatin in onehalf cup of cold water, then dissolve
with oue cup of boiling water in which
some bits of the yellow rind have been
c-one.
steeped. Add thfee-fourths of a cup of
No. 340.—Little Imps: Impair, linpa
sugar, one cup of orange and lemon
tient. Impel. Impede, imperious, iuipl juice and one cup of cold water.
When more fruit juice is used leave
ous. Implore. Impress
an oqual amount of water.
When ilUzy or drowsy take Bekciiam'S Pills. out

ant

A.

They work

la

Some people are of no more consequence than a thermometer on a pleas-

quickly.

are

2. S. t, t, c. h, n. t, m. s. v. s, η, α
3. V, r, y. c, 1. d. h, s, s, 1, v, r,
n. n, g.
4. II. m, s, h. m. b. t, v. r, s. h. m, 1,
Γ». M. n, y. h. ti. d, s. m. k. 1. g. h.
w, r. k.
ti. N, il. s, d, f. s, t. h. s. w, h, w,
t. il. r.
7. N. v, r. d. s, p. r.
5. Γ, il, c, t. 1. t, y, s, t. h. s. 1. f, b,

2.00

J. Franklin Harris,

—

Comer Main and Danforth

on

338.—AVrll Known Proverb·.
[The vowels are omitted.]
1. It, i. 1, il, g, s. t. ii, g, t. h, r, s, n,

No.

I am permanently
located !,i South I'aris. and shall be at
my office. No. 4 Odd Fellows Block, until
further notice.

Carpets

to close out odd

a

Ku.

My whole is the heroine of

Remember that

t.YKM«;HT

A LOW PRICE

plate

story.

Best gold filled chains, sue h as are
sold elsewhere for *1.00, ouly

and Job Work.

.....

In two worth

Quality solid gold frames for •ϊ'.ί.όΟ
My 1, 7, S. 0. 10. 6 is u part of a
gold tilled frames warranted
house
1.00
10 years ouly
My 4. Γ», 3 is the lair of a wild beast.
Frameless glasses in all the dirt'erMy 8, 2. 5 is a falsehood.
ent styles with best gold tilled

1 f In want of any kin·! of Finish for Inst· le 01
Pine Luui
Outside work, send In your orders
ber aud Shingles on haii l Cheap for Cash.

IHi^ULEK,

I shall

ivs

mountings, only

Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

stream

the the.

D. S. 8.

Best
Best

POOKSaml WINDOWS of anj
reasonable prices.

W.

I'nriv

Low Prices.

For the next 30 d
sell my

Also Window & Dcor Frames.

E.

South

deeds:

m. s. s.

q.uin,

ONCE MOKE THOSE

Builders' Finish !

Matched llarl

SUPPLIES !

.•sIotsj v»Tonmt?*

CHWULEK,

Planing, Sawing

PHOTOGRAPhiC

P.

ill ^aii»

South Paris, Maine.

E. W.

5. Substance Imper-

name.

ever nor

"

—

ERAS &

Harvesting

Second

:

Fish

A. W. Walker & Son,

I will furnish
SUe or Style at

dyspeptics h ive many
unequalled
aftereverythin^
bot masculine
η
else
with for the
■

Hay Tedders,

I

described contain the

ι
vitrified. G. A kind of shoe or
làfectly
!
First dose weak stomachs
stomach.failed,
Childsupper.
relieves. A diet thrive on
it. j
Xo. 3ΛΓ».—Jumbled Rhyme.
unnecessary.
Cures
j
a!3
do mighty of dream
Prepare)
Something
s\om*~u

Horse Rakes,

Machinery.

what

351.—AcroMtlc.

Ko.

you eat.All the words
du'cstaireparation
When rightly
*s
same number of letters.
and
contains
It
digests ail all ofguessed
and written one below anothtails to gives instant
the.
cure. It
the f
relief kindser,ofthe initials will spell a certain fruit.
fo )d.

ren

the

anJ Wa'ter A. Wood

Dyspepsia
Digests
Cure

·■%#!

>od you
and
allows
st< m
never
1. Minute particles. 2. A cluster of
»chs canwant. The you to eat
th
all
most
take
flowers
arranged alom; a stem. 3. To
it.
!
usands
of
By its use
sensitive
cured
4. A
refer to another for decision.

Ideal Mower,

Deering

three sons whose united ages are equal
his own. and there is a difference of
2 years between each brother and the
What are the sons'
oik· next to him.
to

Th:s

(

Hay Makers
Attention !
see

4. A certain number subtracted from
18 leaves twice the original number.
Find the number.
5. The sum of three consecutive whole
numbers is -IS. What are the numbers?
ti. A man who is 00 years of age has

ages?

Portland.
Α. II. Ha.nscoM, G. P. A T. A.
Calvis Austin, Vice I'res'tAGen'I Manager,
General Offices, Ko-ter'.- Wharf, Boston. Ma--

Don't fail to

yourselves

me.

Ko. 353.—Arithmetical Pniilen.
1. To the double of a certain number
What is
add 2, and the result is 30.
the number?
Tu a certain number 1 add 20. and
all 1 ...cu i>f. I willays2. feel
sum is G times the number.
the yoa
will give
about it tell
if you difference between two numme a
.'{. The
Ihts of which 12 is the greater is equal
What is the
to twice the smaller.

Scictiilfic flincrican.

h mI

also signed

And

Λητ<ιηη«ρηΉη* a «ketcb eml diwriptlmi may
cinr oi'itv n free whether un
qiilekty i«r*ri
invention la pro'viMy pitrnt.iblo. (omniuntrattoiuKiiricf I?1 luulNok on I'ateuta
sent free. «►!>*, »t ne**rvr for Meeuruirf patenta.
Hit.-nts t.-»k>"i th.- n.h Mui.u Λ <'·>. receive
ΨΙ"· νιί Η fw, *1^1 'It charge. tu CtiO

i:ii|lmnl

OOOD CAUK

new toilettes make sure that
the costumes you already possess are
bindneat, well-brushed, spotless, the
and
ings and braids in proper positions
the trimmings up to date.
The knack of keeping one's clothes in
reperfect condition is a very simple
in
quirement, but like everything else
it needs a little time and atthis

..

"f

clas-'cs of

Now. lads and lusses.
Perhaps you've written me

ton «t

TAKK

WELL

planning

331.—Illustrated Geography.

I'm black.

Λ»»

THE SECRET OF APPEARING

is to take good
En-tack-leo- being always well dressed
Instead of always
care of your gowns.

once.

οff

Ι

*»π»

Ι

world,

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,
South Paris, Oxford County, Me.

To

topics of lnteroet to ilic U<U
I»eolcltcd. Address: Editor HoMEJiXKvr.'
COLtntN, Oxford Democrat, Purls. Μ λ! tin

tiem-at-ter-pard-der-gine-let-lea-ber.
Ko.

COLUMN.

oor/ei jKmdenco on

Ko. 350.—Mixed Syllable·.
When the following syllables nre correctly arranged, six two syllable words
No syllable Is to be
will be formed.

From the Boston Herald, Jthe leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

FARE ONLY $1 00.

FTOMF,MAKERS'

day.

OKAXOE Sl'ONOE.

jelly begins to thicken,
stitliy beaten whites of
whipped cream. To each pint

When orauge
beat into it the

eggs or
No matter how long you have had the of jelly use the whites of two or three
bulk of cream.
cough; if it hasn't developed into con- eggs, or an equal
OKANGE SOUFFLE.
sumption, Dr. Wood's Norway Pine
Syrup will cure it.
Put one-half cup of boiling water in a
When an old man marries a young saucepan ou the stove, melt in it two
wife it's usually the case of one-sided tablespoons "of butter, and stir in one
half cup of flour, and cook thoroughly.
love and two-sided folly.
Next add gradually one-half cup of milk
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs and or water, two tablespoons of sugar, and
colds: reliable, tried and tested, safe and the yolks of two eggs, and beat well;
F. A. Shurtletï & Co. Orin Ste- then fold in the stiff whites of the two
sure.
eggs. Have a layer of cut oranges in a
vens, Oxford.
pudding dish, and pour the mixture over
If all men were suddenly to be de- it. Set this dish in a pan of water, and
of
what
would
beimagination
prived
bake for a half hour or more iu a modercome of the doctors?
ate oven.

Energy all gone? Headache? Stomach
out of order? Simply a case of torpid
liver. Burdock Blood Bitters will make
a new man or woman of you.

OKAXGE

CUBTABD.

A STRONG

Carlo· I tie· of

GUARANTEE.

Glyceric.

Oa* of the great advantages of glycerin in its chemical employment Is the

Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Influenza, Whooping Cough and all Throat
Bauer's Instant
and Lung troubles.
Cough Cure is generally corceded to be
the quickest and surest remedy known
For

fact that It neither freezes nor evaporates under any ordinary temperature.
No perceptible loss by evaporation bas
been detected at a temperature less
than 200 degrees F.# but If heated intensely it decomposes with a smell that
few persons find themselves able to endure. It burns with a pale flame, similar to that from alcohol. If heated to

to science. It loosens and clears the
pneubronchial tubes, and prevents
monia.
Constant coughing racks and
inflames the lungs. It weakens their
action and consumption often follows.
Why do you run such a risk when in
Bauer's Instant Cough Cure you have a
remedy that acts quick and suro. It is about 300 degrees and then Ignited.
pleasant to take and does not cause that Its nonevaporatlve qualities make the
nausea at the stomach so commonly folcompound of much use as a vehicle
lowing the use of other cough cures. for holding pigments and colors, as In
Children can take Bauer's Instant Cough
and typewriter ribbons, carThis famous stamping
Cure and they like it.
bon papers and the like.
the
under
is
sold
guarstrongest
remedy
If the pure glycerin be exposed for
antee possible. If it does not do the
work your money will bo cheerfully re- a long time to α freezing temperature,
funded. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & it crystallizes with the appearance of
Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Pond; Orin sugar candy, but these crystals being
Stevens, Oxford.
once melted It Is almost an impossibilto get them again into the conIt's a wise worm that turns in before ity
gealed state. If α little water be added
the early bird turns out.
to the glycerin, no crystullization will
HE COULD IIARDLV GET UP.
take place, though under a sufficient
P. H. Duffy of Ashley, III., writes: degree of cold the water will separate
"This is to certify that I have taken two and form crystals, amid which the
bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure and it lias
glycerin will remain in its natural state
helped me more than any other medicine. of fluidity. If suddenly subjected to
I tr'ed many advertised remedies, but
will form
none of them gave me any relief.
My intense cold, pure glycerin
which cannot be endruggist recommended Foley's Kidney a gummy mass
Cure and it has cured me. Before com- tirely hardened or crystallized. Altomencing its use I was in such shape that gether it is quite a peculiar substance.
I could hardly get up when once down."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, OxHI· ItUIng Pnailoh.
ford.
When Verlaine died, he left his friend
Bibllapuree as a legacy to those who
"Yes, I've a good deal on my hands
had cared for him. Bibi was inoffenjust now." "So I see. But why don't
sive; there was a tradition that years
you try a littlo soap and water?"
ago he had worked, but the man lived
W. A. Ilerren of Finch, Ark., writes, not who had seen him with pen In
"I wish to report that Foley's Kidney hand. Yet Bibi was looked after for
Cure has cured a terrible case of kidney the dead poefs sake. Painters, sculpand bladder troublo that two doctors
tors, journalists, gave him house room
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
had given up."
in turn, fed him and clothed him, and
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Bibi was grateful. Rut one little vitfe
!
There is no cough medicine so popular ι of his was incurable—he Invariably
It contains walked off with his host's umbrella.
as Foley's Iloney and Tar.
j
no opiates or poisons and never fails to This persistent absentmlndedness at
F. A. Sbu.tleff Λ Co. Orin Ste- last
cure.
produced a coolness, and his
vens, Oxford.
friends dropped off, ard Bibi expeof neglect,
Miss Younger—"Do you believe that rienced the cold shoulder
One day he was discovered almost
the good die young?" Major Oldun—"I
but I know better starving in an empty house, and Verdid when I was a

now."

lalne's friends reproached themselves
for their unklndness to the poor old
A subscription was raised for
man.
his benefit, and the money handed to
him at a banquet at which the twentyBibi's
seven subscribers were present.

A POLICEMAN'S TESTIMONY.
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes: "Last winter 1 had
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at least
half a dozen advertised cough medicines
and had treatment from two physicians health was drunk with enthusiasm;
without getting any benefit. A friend he rose to reply, but emotion so overrecommended Foley's Honey and Tar ; came him that he sought permission to
and two-thirds of a bottle cured me. I retire.
In his retirement he was acconsider it the greatest cough and lung j
by twenty-seven umbrellas.
companied
A.
ShurtF.
ircdicine in the world."
Oxford.
leff & Co. Orin Stevens,
Fro|ç.«i anil Wire».
It is said that one of the great ene"I'se observed," said Uncle Ephe, "dat j
line In
wif er good many men lung power an' mles of the overland telegraph
brain power am in inverse proportion." central Australia is the common green
frog. In order to save the insulators
ANXIOUS MOMENTS.
from being broken by the lightning they
Some of the most anxious hours of a are
provided with wire "droppers"
mother's life are those when the little
round them at a little distance
leading
ones of the household have the croup.
on to the pole In case of
conduct
to
There is no other medicine so effective
The
need.
frogs climb the poles and
in th's terrible malady as Foley's Foncy
and pleasant to
and Tar. It is a lousehold favorite for find the Insulators cool
throat and lung troubles, and as it con- their bodies, and fancy that the "droptains no opiates or other poisons it can per" Is put there to furnish them with
be safely given. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. a back seat. After a nap they yawn
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
and stretch out a leg until it touches
the pole—result, sudden death to the
"I never object to my wife having the
as the l>ody continues to conlast word." "Don't yo.i, really?" "No, frog, and
we have a
I am only too thankful when she has got duct the current to earth
it."
paragraph In the papers to the effect

j

J

I

that "In consequence of an interruption
to the lines probably caused by a cy! clonic disturbance In the interior, we
are unable to present our readers with
the usual cables from England!"

Important to Mothers.
Bsamlno carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
• Mfe and sore remedy for Infants and children.

Boys

V-

Son«I1)lt> Treatment

Mothers regard approaching winter
with uneasiness, chi'dron take cold so
easily. No disease costs more little
Such cases yield
lives than croup.
readily to One Minute Cough Cure.
Cures coughs, co'ds, grip, bronchitis,
all throat and lung trouble.

Cupid
day.

demands three square meals

•

a

j

FORTY YEARS' TORTURE.
Cradle· Hundreds of Yearn Aie ο.
relieved after 40 years' torture j
In manuscripts of the ninth and tenth
C. ;
might well cause the gratitude.
Ilaney, Geneva, O. He says: "DeWitt's centuries we have pictures of cradles
Witch Hazel Salve cured me of piles formed of part of a tree trunk dug out.
after I had suffered 40 years." Cures with holes bored through the sides for
I
cuts, burns, wounds, skin diseases.
the passage of straps intended to tie
the baby down in his bed. These dugto
It does not require a mathematician
out cradles are still common in modern
fall in love with successful figures.
Greece. When we come to consult the
and bas-reliefs of the flfPHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE IT.
I manuscripts
craMany broad minded physicians pre- ; teeuth century, we notice that the
scribe Fo'ey's Honey and Tar, as they j dies are no longer mere baskets or
have never found so safe and reliable a beds on rockers, but little swinging
remedy for throat and lung troubles as j beds suspended between two pillars,
th's great medicine. F. A. Shurtleff & the
prototype of the modern bercelonCo. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
nette.
Mrs. Smitliers—I can't get Willie to
The flarm of Damp Ilonnen.
carry in the coal or do anything any
It is dangerous to health and even to
I wonder where ho is?
more.
Mr. Smitliers—He's over to Jimson's, life in a damp, moldy house, or one
built over a moldy cellar. Many years
helping their boy carry in their coal.
the London Lancet in an article on
ngo
of
the
"A grave-yard cough" is
cry
traced the disease In certain
diphtheria
them
Give
for
tortured lungs
mercy.
cases to the presence of certain molds
Balof
Allen's
in
the
form
Lung
mercy
which seemed to
sam, which is used with good effect oven and fungoid growths
Never be breathed Info the throat. Rememin consumption's early stages.
ber, one of the best disinfectants Is
neglect a cough.

I have

a

Pianos and

large stock of new
Organs, and have

nice trades in second

some

ha d instruments,

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, "i octave, almost new
for $ IS*.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost

case.

new, for

VIVIAN

Jeweler and

8200, worth §250.

One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 8'i30, worth $300.

Cameras and Photo

A little quarrel often makes a
difference between two people.

big

Hives are a terrible torment to the little folks, and to some older ones. Easily curcd. Doan's Ointment never fails.
Instant relief, permanent cure. At any
drug store, 50 cents.

One second hand Worcester organ, 11

hurt,

octave, walnut case, never been
that cost $125, tor 86ft.
One second hand square piano,
for 8115. worth $140.

a

nice

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Wheeler,

J.

W.

BLOCK,

BILL·

Itlniue

Smith Park

Allen's

Lang Balsam
Cough Medicine.

The be5t

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
should be rigorously insisted

upon when buying medicine,
for upon tha.t depends one's

life. ALLEN'S LUNG BALSAM contains NO OPIUM in

form svnd is sa.fe. sure,
and prompt in cases of CROUP.

a.ny

COLDS, deep-seated COUGHS.
Try it now, and be convinced.

The Home Quaker Range is the only Range with a Hue on the l>:tck
that covers theentire back of the oven. The wood back weighs 10 lbs. It
is built expressly for burning wood. Will take a twenty-four inch stick,
full size of fire box.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

W. H. Winchester,

If You are a Farmer
And Have One Cent
Buy a postal card and send to The NewYork Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for
a free specimen copy.
a National illusThe Tribune Farmer
trated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers and
their families, and stands at the head of the
agricultural press. The price is $1.00 per
year, but if you like it yoa can secure it
with your own fa Orite local newspaper,
The Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only §2.00.
Send your order and money to The Oxford
Democrat.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and
Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

application.

CASTORIA

er

by

gay for

a

Bears the

For infants and Children.

~~

y/f/j

The Kind You Have Alwais Bought

>

THE

ι

NEW

OF
RICHARD A.

Next
Next

bulldog.
Tired Tim—Well, the critter was a
speaking female. I'm always satisfied to give
a

A I

SOUTH PARIS,

f

.$35*,S3S.971 67

33' '°39'72° 34

290,743.3^6 oo

pnid policy-holders since orjfiini/ntioii
receipts from premiums.
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.. .$90.966,029
in excess of

Next

Next

00

19.694,40600
8,529,026 00

largest
largest

It is η synonym for

SECURITY- —The first element desired by investors.
SECURITY- -Independent of crop failures, panics, strikes or wars.
SECURITY- —Not menaced by changes in international balances

depletion

of the

SECURITY- —That compels

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

INSURANCE COMPANY.

In ninount

Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Nichols St.,

349-3^5*739
IN ASSET».

High G'ade

boys

00
376,466,832 00

largest
largest

THE MUTUAL LIFE
Nrxt largest
Next largest

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,J.

yer lookln' rathman that's just been bit

McCURDY, President,

In ιέ in '«κ >it pniil to policy holder»·.
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. .$569.159.48000

35c. a bottle
at all stores.

Tramp.

YORK,

LEADS THEM ALL

Your True "L. F." Atwood's
Bitters a valuable remeJy
for bilious headaches or indigestion"
so writes
Mrs. F. R. McLaughlin of West
Sumner, Me.
The True "L. F." Atwood's Bitters

with a big salary
tween a little
and a big man with a little salary.
Polite

week at

a

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Cholee.

J^e— Tard,

RANGE!

QUAKER

HOME

one,

man

The

MAINE.

stops, in nice condition, for 845
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six

Fred—Yes, I like him well enough,
Minnie, but how did you happen to
marry a man a head shorter than you
are?
Minnie—I had to choose, Fred, be-

Jogging

Supplies,

NORWAY,

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for

lime. Moldy cloths, such as shoes and
other articles that are unflt for use.
should be destroyed at once.
Her

County.

Wholesale and Retail.

|

Hundreds of lives saved every year by
having Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil in the
Cures
house just when it is needed.
croup, heals bums, cuts, wounds of
evory sort.

HILLS,
Graduate Optician.
W

Lowest Prices in the

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

j

Mrs. Α.—Do you find it more economical to do your own cooking?
Mrs. B.—Oh, yes; my husband don't
eat half as much as he used to.

ALWAYS

He Kind You Have Always Bought

Brcrûo-Quinine

To be

CASTORIA

GENUINE

STREET, NCW VORK CITY.
THC CENTAUR COMPANY, 77 MURRAY

Wanted

positions
capable
Apply

and allays
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates tho Food, regulates
natural
and
sleep.
healthy
and
Bowels,
giving
Stomach
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

In Use For Over 30 Years.

______——

Mrs. G'ranfill, Troy, I. T., writes: For
Qnloii Sonp.
years I was troubled with indigestion
Onion soup Is often liked by people
in the worst form. Finally I was inwho disdain the savory herb In any
duced to use Kodol and after using four
form. There Is no doubt of the
other
bottles I 4:11 entirely cured. 1 heartily
of the onion, and those
wholeAimeness
to
from
Kodol
all
sufferers
recommend
who have never tried the soup are
indigestion and dyspepsia.
recommended to use this celebrated
Financial notes: Those of the high- recipe of the elder Dumas: Take, for
i
donna.
priced prima
three pints of soup, four Bermuda
onions or eight common white ones,
j
to a golden brown
; mince them and fry
Pour
j In two tablespoon fuis of butter. with
ι In two (juarts of water, season
'his signature is 0:1 ι·ν: ry l>ox of the genuine
pepper and salt and boil until the onTabieu
Laxative
Ions are quite soft. Heat the yolks of
!
ο remedy that otwv:·. a c«»M fr? one day
three eggs, mix with the soup and
of
pour the mixture over finger slices
crueloften
cuts
The spur of necessity
Milk may be used in
toasted bread.
ly and to little purpose.
stead of water In this soup.

a

goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
contains neither Opium, Morphine

Mr. Joseph Clcwley, of 47 Church street,
bookkeeper for J. K. Knox ii Co., Lynn,
Mass., manufacturers of dies mal cutting
tools, Kays: "I used several prescriptions
from physicians, trying to get relief from
attacks of backache. The paiu was in the
region of the kidneys, and the medicine
seemed to relieve me for the time being,
but it always returned. If I took cold It
at such times I
was always worse, and
I had a severe attack
was dowuright sick.
nud used Doan's Kidney Pills. The tlrst
box relieved me a great deal. Continuing
the treatment a short time longer I was
entirely cured, und I have had no return of
the complaint."
For sale by oil druggists; 50 cents per
box. Foater-Mllburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

rubbed off as possible.

THE WORST FORM.

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is Pleasant. It
nor other Narcotic
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
Feverisliness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Cas tori a is

Cure every kidney ill from
Common backache to diabetes.

of CoriiN.

egar
little corn in one night. It is not advisable to let a com grow. Either rub
down the formation with pumice stone
A little opor remove it with a knife.
position will discourage it provided
In pedicursensible shoes are worn.
Ιηκ, as in manicuring, the feet should
be soaked in hot water and as much of
and
brushed
material
waste
the

What is CASTORIA

Doan's
Kidney Pills

Light shoes, short shoes and clumsy
shoes produce corns by compressing,
IB TJee For Over 30 Tears.
The Kind Yoa Have Always Bought
cramping and > rubbing against the
Joints. A great many of these pedal
blemishes are hereditary. In any case
"If it wasn't for one thing I'd be a
to suppress them.
And It is a good plan
"You don't say.
rich man."
has a variewhat's that?" "I haven't got the nec- Every medicine merchant
ty of "cures," and nearly all j.rlve temossary money."
vinporary relief. A poultice made of
NATURAL ANXIETY.
soaked breadcrumbs will cure a

I

Experiments
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

A painful back.
A lame, a weak, an aching back
Telia of your kidney ills.
Backache ie the kidneys' warning.

1

j

and has been made under liis personalsupervision sineo its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good"
that trifle with and endanger the health of

BAD BACKS

j

boy,

Make a thick custard by cooking two
Mrs. Dearborn—"Have you a
of cornstarch with one pint
acquaintance with that woman next me seat up to a lady.—Philadelphia
of milk in a double boiler for twenty door?" Mrs. Wabash—"A
speaking acminutes, then adding tho beaten yolks quaintance? I know her so well that we Record.
of
thousands
of
Hundreds
big, husky of two or three eggs, and last one-fourth don't
PERRY DAVIS'.
speak at all."
Attractive.
healthy men demonstrate daily that it is cup of sugar. Have ready three oranges
live
without
to
thought.
Put these in a
"How can you love him? Why, hie
possible
cut up and sweetened.
LOOK OUT FOR FEVER.
father butchered cattle for a living!"
dish, and pour the custard over.
Biliousness and liver disorders may be
A meringue can be made from the egg
But his father's son has
Foley's Honey and Tar always stops
"I know.
with
the
system
prevented by cleansing
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse whites placed on top.
DeWitt's Little Early Risors. These lit- $3,000,000!"—Sa η Francisco Bulletin.
substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
ORAXGK PUDDING.
tle pills do not gripe.
IN SHOE FACTORY.
Stevens, Oxford.
Earl? Industry.
To ono pint of scalded milk add one
of
16
about
Several
Ile—"Oh, you women! You are never
age
years
Hewitt—How did you come to start
Mrs. Dearborn—"And what has slio cup of white crumbs, not crusts, one- to be trusted when it comes to telling
In business as a floorwalker?
who are strong and who wish an got to show for her marriage?" Mrs. fourth cup of sugar, one teaspoon of
your age." She—"A man, perhaps, will
butter, the yolks of throe eggs, one- not
Jewett—Twine.—J udge.
Wabash—"A divorce."
lie about his age; but can he be befourth cup of candied orange peel cut in j
opportuuity to learn the shoe busi; lieved when it comes to telling the age
all
well
Mix
bits.
ingredients
together,
Grief.
1
A COLD IN ONE DAY
of the horse he has for sale?"
are open to TO CURE
Good
ness.
and bake slowly about one-half hour, or
Grief never sleeps. It watches conTake Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
until Arm in the centre. Put a cup of
COUGH
THE
STOPS
smart,
All druggists refund the money if it
tinually, like a Jealous husband. 'All
boys.
cut orange over the top, on that spread a
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
the world groans under Its sway, and
made of the egg whites and
at once to
meringue
25c.
on each box.
cure It fears that by sleeping Its clutch will
one-fourth cup of
powdered sugar. ; Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets
a cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. become loosened and its prey then eeCHASE, MERRITT CO.,
In matrimony one and one makes one,1 Brown in the oven.—American Kitchen
j Price 25 cents.
but io divorce one from one leaves two., Magazine.
Mechanic Falls, Me·

tablespoons

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne tho signature of

SECURITY- —Guaranteed

SECURITY -Based
j SECURITY-

on

gold

prophecy

-Unimpaired by

tropical
ability.

risks in

DO YOU WANT IT? I SECURITY- -Born of character and

WK ABE NEVER OUT.
vV/Π L
postal or telephone to us will bring
you a supply promptly.

because it stands the test of

by uninterrupted fidelity

conservative methods and

agement.

or

reserve.

history.

to a great trust.

dignified,

able

man-

countries.

■

A

A. W

WALKER &

SOUTH

PARIS,

WE.

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, Ao.

:REELAND HOWE, GEO. R. HOWE,
|

E. MORRISON, Rumford Falls,
J. W.

Norway,)
.

.

AGENTS.

■

FITZPATRICK, Manacer for Maine, Portland, Mo.

